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UNIVERAAL PEACE
Country on Threshold of
General Disarmament.
THINKS A MEKBER OF
ENGLISH PARLIAMENT
If There Is an Agreement With Ger-
many, the Peace of the World
Is Possible.
SUCH A FEELING IS
GREAT IN ENGLAND
London, Oct. 9.—While the ad-
vances of the German chancellor,
Prince von Buelow, toward the ce-
menting of friendship with England
and France, this week, have been
greeted with superfluous disdain by
the London press, nevertheless there
is reason for the statement that the
opinion of influential Britons is crys-
talizing around the belief that it is
high time that steps were taken in
the interests of peace, toward an
Anglo-German understanding.
, Neither Mr. Balfour nor Lord
Lansdowne nor any other responsible
statesman in thought to share' the
wave of hate toward Germany which
is sweeping over Great Britain with
increasing velocity. The views of
representative, well balanced men are
Set forth in an interview giv.n your
correspondent by Sir Gilbert Parker,
M. P.:
Mika Him Seriously.
"Prince Buelow,'" said Sir Gilbert,
"is entitled to be taken seriously when
he emphasizes Germany's dread of
isolation and her desire for a digni-
place in the European comity. The
nagging,tnne which characterizes our
attitude toward ev rything Gerraarl is
unsportsmanlike. To say the lea*.
British opinion of Germany is in the
state of transition, as was our opinion
of France following the Fashoda inci-
dent and the Dreyfus case, when we
refused absolutely to see anything
good in our friends of today. The,
French and British were kept apart
by purely temperamental differences,
and by the incapacity of each to ap-
preciate the good qualities of the oth-
er. That is all that separates the
British and the Gerrirans. The Eng-
lishman must abandon his prejudices
against the Germans, just as he aban-
doned his prejudices against the
Frenchman. We must admit that
Germany is right to be ambitions.
and we must recognize that there can
be rivalry without enmity between us.
Ruglatad's Diplomacy.
"England's diplonracy is confined to
guaranteeing international peace, but
its objects can never be attained fully
until Geermany is brought within the
ring of out friendships, where Japan
and the United States are already, and
into which overtures to bring Russia
are already under way. Our rapprocb-
Inert with Germany will be found to
lie through France. As long as Eng-
land and France were estranged, an
alliance between England and Ger-
many would have aroused the deep
distrust and anger of France and
Russia. But now that England has
an unwritten alliance with France,
our friendship_ with Germany would
not be open to suspicion.
"We are on the threshold of the
age of disarmament. Should Eng-
land's business interests facilitate a
Franco - German entente whereby
France and Germany would be able
to disarm, then itovould be possible
as well for England to stop its enor-
mous naval expenditures which are
now made necessary solely by the
distrust prevailing between the people
of Germany and the people of Great
Britain."
General Agent Left.
General Agent John T. Donovan,
of the I. C., left this morning for
Louisville, where today he attends
the "Landing Day" celebration by the
Knights of Columbus, the affair being
commemorative of the landing of
Christopher Columbus in America.
GONE FROM LIFE
MRS. MARTHA PURCELL, A
FORMER RESIDENT, DIES
IN MISSOURI.
Major General A. R. Chaffee retices
'for age next April as chief of staff,
and will be succeeded by Major Gen-
,eral J. C. Bates, who vrifl in the fol-
lowing June yield to Major General
'Corbin After only three months' ten-
ure. General Corbin will give way to
'Major General Arthur MacArthur,
who will have a three years' term.
Rest Comes to Mrs. Evaline Haste-
wood, After a Fitful Lils--Death
- of Children.
The many friends in this city were
deeeply pained, Sunday, to learn that
the day before there died at Joplin,
Woo Mrs. Martha Purcell, one of the
noblest and most estimable Christian
ledies ever making this city her horde.
Her death was learned of through a
telegram sent relatives, and the sad
fact was announced Sunday morning
from the pulpit of the First Baptist
church.
Mrs. Purcell was about 79 years of
age, and for forty years made this city
her abiding place, the homestead be-
ing the two-story frame residence at
Fourth and Washington streets. She
was a most elegant, kind and cher-
ished lady of many lovable trait of
character, and only last spring moved
to Joplin, Mo., where lives her daugh-
ter, Mrs. E. P. Wells, wife of the well-
known druggist, who is in business
there, and who before leaving here
several years ago was member of
the firm of Yeiser-Wells Drug com-
pany, which sold out to Oehlschlaeger
& Walker, the place Of business being
Fifth and Broadway.
Km Purcell had been breaking in
health for several months, but, despite
this her death came unexpected, and
was not thought to be so close at
hand.
The United States Independent Tel-
ephone company has been organized
at .Rochester, N. Y. It comprises sys-
tems extending from New York to
Xaneas City. A plant will be installed
with initial capacity of 225,00o tele-
phones and an ultimate capacity of
Maria telephones, for New York city
and tributary distriet.
She was the widow of the late S. M.
Purcell, *116 died Wirt _thirty years
ego. Her first husband was Mr. Ar-
nout, and through that anion there is
now surviving three children, Mrs.
Wells, at whose home the mother
died; also Mr. Albert Arnout, who
went to Joplin with his mother last
spring. Theo other child is bilr. Cliff
Arnout, of Chicago. In addition to
these chfldfen, Mrs. Purcell left rela-
tives in Mks. Mary V. Cooney and
Mk. James H. Wilcox, of this city,
who were niece and nephew
Goue to Rest.
Yesterday morning as the hand of
time reached 3:12 o'clock, the hand of
its co-worker, the Grime Reaper, car-
ried to a better hand the soul of Mrs.
Evaline HazIewood, the widely known
and quaint character who has been so
familiar on the streets, in public and
private buildings, and elsewhere, for
a number of years past, soliciting elms
to keep food in her mouth and body
and soul together. She died at 734
North Fifth street. Ten hours Wore
she passed away, she expressed great
satisfaction at departing for a better
land, and had Rev. Chiles, of the Res-
cue Mission, to sing her several reli-
gions songs while he was minister-
ing religiously to her.
The passage from life of Mrs. Ha-
:Inwood takes to a higher land a
weary soul that had hardships too
nom rous to mention, and which is
deserving of a lofty seat across the
river. She was born 78 years ago,
near Charleston, Mo., and over sixty
years ago moved to Ballard county,
where the family made its home a
long while. She was married several
times, her last husband having pre-
ceded her to the grave by thirty-one
years, at which time she was left with
two small children to make a living
for. Being left in a poverty-stricken
conditiOn and advanced in age, Ibis
was a hard battle for her, but artind
her best. Her form was the mdst fa-
miliar ever on the streets of Paducah,
as she was always garbed in a plain
black dress, 'wore a rumbonnet to
match, and constantly carried on her
arm the split-bottom market basket.
She solicited alms from everybody,
and few were the hearts hard enough
to refuse her pitiful pleas for assist-
ance. Her two daughters are Nies-
dan4s Bertie Skeen and Annie Co-
bourn, with the latter of whom she
had made her home, at the little two-
room, box-like house sitting at the,
end of North Fifth.
Mks. Hazlevrood was a strong Bap-
tist, and, no matter with whom talk-
ing, always spoke a good word for
that belief. She had many friends
both inside and outside the church.
This morning at to o'clock the fus
neral services will be conducted at the
residence by Rev. Chiles, of the Scrth
Third Street mission church, with in-
terment following at Oak Grove cem-
etery.
It was always said that she had
money hoarded up and was well fixed,
but her iitinghter stated yesterday that
tide was erroneous, and the funeral
expenses would take up all the little
life insurance policy carried on the
v
BOXES SOLD BOTH ARRESTED
HORSE SHOW BOXES LAST
NIGHT BROUGHT TOTAL
OF $147.
Col. Gus G. Singleton Proved Him-
self an Apt .Scholar in the Art,
of "Spieling."
Last evening in the rotunda of The
Palmer Col. Gus G. Singleton auction-
-ed off the boxes to be used at the
baseball park next week by the Horse
Show spectators. He succeeded easily
in disposing of every box there was,
and thereby showed his ability and
persuasive powers as a "spieler," as
he had discounted Col. Dick Settle,
the famous tobacco warehouse ear-
tioneer of this city, in rattling off 1
am bid $1o, who will give me $ter •
Col. Singleton stood up in a clialt
in the lobby of the hostelry, and his
se.:uctive powers were of such magni-
tude that he had all the boxes dis-
posed of in a very few moments.
Mr. Joseph L. Friedman paid the
highest amount for a box, his figura
being $01, while none were sold kir
less than $1o. They all ranged be-
tween these prices, and the twelve,
brought a total of $47, which is an
average of a little over $12.
Those buying the boxes were: Jo-
seph L. Friedman, Robert B. Phillips,
James A. Rudy, Ben Frank, Lee
Levy, Mrs. Frank Ferriman, C. K.
Wheeler and John V. Hardy. These
all took one box each except Mr.
Frank, who bought two. I. D. Wil-
cox and Louis M. Ricks, Sr., then
bought a box together, Melvin Wal-
lerstein and Sydney Loeb did like-
wise, while the remaining box Wa,
taken by Messrs. Roy Cully, Evart
Thompson and John Sherwin.
Underneath the electric light at the
ball park last evening there was herd
another practice of the horse rider#
who intend taking part, and they are
gradually getting their rehearsals
down to an excellent
pretty figures being effected.
The people of Mayfield intend pat-
ronizing the Horst Show in a liberal
manner, as they are trying to get the
Illinois Central railroad to put on spe-
cial train to bring them here during
the day and darry their crowds back






Monteleone, Calbria, Italy, Oct. 9.—
A strong earthquake shock was felt
here at to o'clock last night and caus-
ed s panic among the inhabitants,
who are still in terror from the last
earthquake.
In a collision at Newton, Mass., be-
tween an automobile and a street car,
Senator George F. Fulford, of Brodie





Officer Gus Rogers Returns From the
County, While Dick Wood Is
Taking Vaca.
Yesterday Baker W. J. Humphrey,
of the Vienaa Bakery, and Butcher
I. N. Rogers, of the Ideal Market,
were arrested by Officers Johnson
and Rogers on a warrant charging
them with engaging in a mutual
breach of the peace. Their case will
come up before Judge Sanders this
morning in the police court.
Their little boys had a fight and
the Rogers lad claims Mr. Humphrey
made him gee on, his knees and apol-
ogize to the Humphrey lad. The two
fathers met Saturday in front of their
places of business on Broadway be-
tween Fifth and Sixth streets, and
bad their guns ready for action when
bystanders interfered
Little Cumin' Done.
Will House and Emma Martin were
arrestcd yesterday by Officer William
Rogers onahe charge of cursing each
other.
Returned From Visit.
Officer Gus Rogers, of the Broad-
ay district, has returned from spend-
ing a week in the county at the hdme
of his brother-in-law, Mr. John W.
Ogilvie, democratic nominee for sher-
iff. While the oaicer was away his
beat was looked after by Patrolman
John Hessian. and the latter's place
filled by Extra Officer Moore Church-
hill Policeman Rogers resumed his
place yesterday, Hessian went back
to his regular district, while Church-
hill takes the place made vacant by
the resignation of Patrolman William
Orr.
Week's Vacation.
Officer Dick Wood yesterday began
taking his week's vacation and his
place is being filled by one of the ex-
tra- during his absence
Gone to Louisville.
Patrolman Thad Terrell left Sun-
day for Louisville aboard the excur-
1
 
ton train run out of Mayfield over
the Illinois Central railroad. He will
Irian todayt- Ice went along to see
1
 
Ott order was kept aboard the train.
One of the extras is filling his beat
ti Broadway while he is absent.
— •
Man and Woman.
'Lloyd and Daisy Lowe. colored,
were arrested last night on the charge
of engagiag in a fight. They were
taken charge of by Special Police-
Man Holt of the Illinois Central
yards.
G. W. Driskill Dead.
Last night, just before to o'clock,
Mr. G. WI Driskill died at his resi-
dence, fen North Fourteenth street, of
typhoid fever, after several weeks' ill-
ness. The deceased was a young man
and though he had not resided here
long, had a number of friends in the
city. A friend sent the follow'ng
mention of his death in for bublica-
tints:
Death, the grim monster, entered
and robbed a home of its protector
when he took G. W. Driskill from
his home at feu N. Fourteenth street,
at 9.55 p. 111., October 9, 1905.
He leaves a wife and a sweet little
babe to call in vain for husband and
papa He also leaves a father, two
brothers and a sister, his father, one
,brother and sister residing in Louis-
ville, and one brother at Mayfield.
'He was a consistent member of the
Christian church, and being but 23
years of age, he had not loosen cyni-
cal of good in this world.
He was taken ill of typhoid fever
six weeks ago, but was confined to
his bed only about eight days. He
bore his sufferings with all the pa-
tience of a martyr, as it behooves a
Christian to do.
No time has been set for the fu-
neral, but it will likely occur this
(Tuesday) afternoon.
Dead from Locked Bowels.
Earl, the 7-year-old son of Mr. Da-
vis Thompson, of the Melber section
of the county. died Sunday and was
buried that afternoon at 4 o'clock at
the Allcock- cemetery, of that ',skin-
* Tie passed away after an illness
salii'h locket! bowels.
Another Child Dead.
Galen Baker, aged T year, died at
Spray, Ky., Sunday, and was buried at
the Clark's 'River cemetery. 
—
Bricks Thrown.
Lonnie Murray, colored, was arrest-
ed by (Arum William Rogers, on the
charge of throwing a brick at John
Hilt, but hitting Beverly Pryor, the
missile missing 'Hill.
Dfaerderly Conduct.
Nratt MkKinney was arrested by
Officer* Dugan and Hessian, on the
charge of disorderly conduct.
Lost Wheel Picked Up.
Last evening Detective T. J. Moore
picked up a bicycle in front of
Weille's clothing establishment and
carried it to the City Halk The por-
ter of the Standard ckib informed the
defective the bike had been standing
out there for three days, so it was
placed away for the owner, who can
get it by calling at headquarters.
House Robbed.
yesterday morning Mr, J. D. Tuck-
er, 'of Hayes avenue, Mechanicsburg,
reillorted that the night before thieves
entered his home, took his trousers
in the yard and left them, after tak-
ing $3o from the pockets. The place
was ransacked while the family slum-
beled
THE EAGLES WARNING ADVICE
TOMORROW EVENING LODGE Member of Insurance Corn-HOLDS ITS FIRST SOCIAL
SESSION. mittee Gives Advice.
INJURED BY AN EXPLOSION.
ntral City, Ky., Oct. 9.—In an
ex ion at the mine of the Beaver
Co4 company, at Cleaton, ICy., Bar-
ney Roll, a married men, aged forty
yea s, had his face and hands liter-
ally tooked. Roll was not aware that
the shot had been fired and was drill-
ing in the same hole where the pow-
der had been placed, so that when
the explosion qccurred he received
the full force directly in his face. It
is dotibtfut whether he will recover,
and if so his attending physicians
Say he will be fearfully scarred for
life
The Pythians Met Last Night to Hear
the Representatives to the Recent
State Lodge.
Toporrow evening tlak Fraternal
Order of Eagles leala flseir regu-
lar meeting and sodfal session in the
Knights of Pythias hall, on Broadway
near Fifth street, this being their reg-
ular assembly hall now. The lodge
will meet for degree work and its
business session, at 7:30 o'clock, while
at 8:30 o'clock the smoker ancbsocial
session commences, during which
time a number of speeches will be
made, cigars dispensed, dainty re-
freshments served, etc. The hall will
tomorrow be handsomely decorated
by Florist Brunson for the affair,
while during the general love feast a
fine orchestra will furnish music for
the occasion.
The Eagles are gradually growing
into one of the largest orders of the
city, their membership now being
something like 150, and steadily on
the inerease.
The program pt speech-making is
as follow.:
"Our Mlotto. L. T. J. aria 'E," by
Hon. Hal S. Corbett, W. P.
"Prospecting for a Nest," by Ben
Weille, W. V. P.
"Why I Wasn't There," by R. E. L.
Moshell, W. C.
"All Goin' Out and Nothin' Cornice
in," by L. S. Levy, W. secretary.
"How It Feels teolie Rkii," by Sam
B. Gott, W. T.
"Why Eagles Get Sick," by Dr.
Robert Sory, A. Ps,
"Birds and Their Bilk," by L. P.
Head, W. P. P. •
"We're Goisi' to Run Agin'," by
Dr. Horace Rivers, trustee
"None but the Best for Mine," by
Frank M. Ferriman, trustee.
"Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here,"
by J. A. Konetzka, trustee.
"Out in the Cold, Cruel World." by
Robert J. Wathen, 0. G.
"I'm on the Inside," by William
Robinson, Jr., I. G.
Anyone else desiring to make a
speech may do so, if the spirit moves
them; if not, they may (and doubt-
less will) move the spirits.
THEHod.li.E ", mh cc nib es mh mh
The official cholera bulletin, issued
Sunty in Berlin, reported three new
case of cholera and one death. The
tots are 264 cases and 89 deaths. .
Odd Fellows Left.
Yesterday at noon a number of the
Odd Felkiws delegates left here for
Shelbyville, Ky., while this morning,st
1:0 o'clock the balance departed for
that city, they all going up as local
representatives to tha grand lodge of
Odd Fellows, which meets in that city
for a several days' session. The grand
body convenes at to o'clock this mor-
ning.
Woodmen of World.
A large crowd of the Woodmen of.
the World Sunday went down to
M)etropolis and attended the ceremo-
nies, at which time there was un-veiled the monument over the graveof Harry Etirtgley, a deceased memberof the subordinate lodge of that place.The visitors who went down fromhere returned early that evening onthe steamer Charleston, which carried
them. Next Sunday a similar cere-mony will be conducted at Mt. Ken-ton, while the Sabbath-following therewill be one at Hinkleville, both par-
ticipated in by the local brethren.
NEW YORK'S INQUIRY
WILL BE THOROUGH.
A Little Patience Better Than Hasty
Moves on the Parr 'of the Vari-
ous States.
SEEKING TO BUILD UP
THE LIFE BUSINESS.
,Rochester, N. Y., Oct. a—Senator
Armstrong, chairman of the insurance
investigating committee, left for New
York last nightton insurance matters.
Before leaving, Chairman Armstrong
issued this statement:
"I regret very much to see other
states, apply drastic remedies in ad-
vance of action in this state. Our
committee was appointed to investi-
gate conditions in the insurance busi-
ness and propose remedial legislation.
I sincerely hope other states will
wait until we have had an opportu-
nitly to complete our work.
"These insurance .companies are
perfectly solvent, and are able to car-
ry out every contract tbet have made
or may niake. There If no reason for
refusing to Permit them to continue
to do business. If Nevada propo-es
to do one thing, Missouri another
thing, and some other state still an-
other thing, there will be a chaotic
condition of affairs. I believe there
is due at least the courtesy to New
York state to wait until the investi-
gation is completed and our remedial
legislation is applied.
"Our committee will make the most
thorough investigation possible, and
when we are through we shall make
ii our business to adopt" such legis-
lation as will safeguard the policy
holders and make Ole insurance busi-
ness 'safer and sounder and more at-
tractive than it has ever been' before.
'If other states jump in before we
can complete our work or can adopt
any legislation, everything will be
confusion in the insurance business
of the country.
Pythians Meet.
The Knights of Pythias lodge heldits meeting last evening in their hall,on Broadway near Fifth street, and
during the session a report of the re-
cent grand lodge meeting was madeby the delegates attending from this
city. All the brethren were highly
pleased at tire reopening of the Wid-
ows and Orphans' home proposition,
and this city will endeavor to its ut-
most to secure the home. for Padu-
cah. The lodge is stow going ahead
working quietly with its phirts and ex-
pects to be one of the most formida-
ble bidders for the home when the
time arrives for deciding what city
gets the institution. •
All Will Have a Say.
"Another point: When a number of
Western insurance commissioners
were in New York recently, we had
a conference with them, and we prom
ised to submit to them for their sug-
gestions what remedial legislation it
was proposed to adopt. In this way
we hope to secure uniform action in
all of the states. It is not right for
other states to take action after our
ccmmittee has been at work only
four weeks, and long before we have
reached the end of our investigation.
Any action they might take at this
time would be premature.
"Our committee was not appointed
to tear down the insurance business
of thet country, but to build it up.
We are simply tearing down some of
the rotten timber, to get the right
foundatiot on which to build. We
are trying to do this work man fash-
ion, thoroughly and conscientiously..
It is not a pleasant task at best, but
we are not dodging. ed shall not
dodge any responsibility. The insur-
ance body is sound, but i is afflicted
with some ulcers. We are perform-
ing a surgical operation for the remov
at of these ulcers from the body, not
trying to kill the insurance body, be-
cause we have discovered some rot-
tenness. It is not right for outside
states to cripple the insurance busi-
ness and handicap our efforts."
Elks Ballellug Company.
Sunday afternoon at Hotel 'Lego-
marcino there met the committee se-
lected by the Elks Building company
to look into certain tmitters A gath-
ering of the entire company was held,
last evening at that hostelry, wed me-
ters pertaining to their new structure
were discussed, hut as yet the con-
tract bas not been let, or anything
done for the public.
C. H. Fort, president of the Ken-
tucky and Tennessee Tobacco Grpw-
ers' association, IN critically IX ;at
Nashville,
SHOT BROTHER' ursT.
Man, Crazed by Drink, Probably Fat-
ally Wounds Two Neighbors.
Richmond, Ky., Oct. 9.—Yesterday
at Barnes Mountain. Estill county.
William and Irvine Many, brothers.
were shot and fatally wounded by
George Lansford. The Manus 'boys
were spending the day at the home
of John Lansford, a brother of Geo.
Lanriford. When the latter arrived,
having been drinking, he pulled his
pistol and began shooting. Dr. Gib-
son, who went from here to attend
the wounded men, say that they can-
not recover. Lansford escaped into
the "hills and has not yet been appre-
hended.
It is stated in London that the ne-
gotiations respecting their spheres of
influence in. Afghanistan, between
Great Britain and Russia, when the
Rossoo;opanese war broke out, will







WANTS DAMAGES TAISED $150,000
CAPT. FARNSLEY OF STEAMER
BEAVER SUES NEW MA-
DRID, MO.
Entered Town for Assistance, Was
Imprisoned Under Quarantine
Law, and Wants Redress.
Capt. Frank D. Farnsley of the tow
boat Beaver arrived in the city yes-
terday morning by rail from the Mis-
sissippi river, where he left his boat.
He came up to visit his family, and
while here has engaged Hon. Hal.
Corbett to biing suit for $to,000
against the city of New Madrid, Mo.,
because the authorities of that mu-
nicipality locked him and several oth-
ers of his crew up for an hone in the
city prison. The litigation will be in-
stituted in the United States court
at Cape Girardeau, Mo., and Lawyer
Corbett is now preparing the papers.
Several weeks ago Captain Farnsler
was coming up the Mississippi river,
in command of his steamer Beaver.
Near New Madrid, Mb., Second Engi-
neer VoWa Davis got badly scalded
on account of some part of the ma-
chinery in the engine room break-
ing and letting escaping steam en-
velop his person. His condition was
rendered quite bad, .and the boat pro-
ceeded on toward New Madrid, so
medicine could, be gotten for him and
his great suffering's alleviated until he
could be taken to the nearest ma-
rine hospital, which is at Cairo, Ill.
As the Beaver neared New Madrid,
Captain Farnsley and several of his
crew got into a yawl and started to
shore after medicine for the injured
engineer. As they neared the shore
a crowd of city officers awaited them,
and when the yawl got near enough,
the party on the bank yelled for the
steamboat men not to land, as the
'; city was quarantined, and members
of the Beaver crew could ,not be per-
mitted to come ashore. Captain
farnsley responded that they had
'health certificates, which would show
the boat and crew had not been ex-
posed to yellow fever, therefore there
,was no danger. The captain offered
to show the health certificate, but the
quarantine authorities would not rec-
ognize them, and refused to let them
_...`nonse ashore. Knowing that the con-
dition of Davis demanded medical at-
tention, Captain Farnsley and others
came ashore anyhow. Valle they
were doing it, though, they came near
being shot, as the health authorities
'fired several times at the mariners.
No sooner had the boatmen disem-
barked from their yawl than they
were surrounded and grabbed by the
quantine people, who had been rein-
forced, and marched off to jail, where
they were kept for an hoer. The of-
ficers. however, must have realized
their mistake, when they found regu-
lar health certificates in possession of
the steamboat men, as the latter were
released and permitted to depart hack
to the boat.
Just as soon as they could get up
the river to Cairo the crew sent En-
things for the dedication ceremonies
where he now lies, recovering from
his burns, which were very severe
For awhile his condition was serious,
but his strong constitution pulled him
through.
This is the first trip of Captain
Farnsley to his home here since the
incident, and he will be in the city
several days.
A peculiar coincidence in connec-
tion with the scalds Engineer Davis
received is the fact that the sand*
day he was taken to the hospital at
Cairo his brother was brought from
up the Ohio river and taken to the
institution for treatment, the latter
having been painfully injured while
working on the boat he was connected
with
MOSQUITO EXPERIMENTS.
Will Be Conducted During Winter
by Louisiana Professors.
Baton Rouge, La., Ott. 9.—The
Louisiana State I:nivel-34y announces
that Dr. J. W. Dupree will conduct
experiments during the winter for the
purpose of ascertaining definitely the
effect of cold weather on stegomyia
fasciata mosquitoes. Dr. Dupree does
not believe from his past experiments
with the stegomyia mosquito that it
hibernates during the winter as an
adult, but he believes that the first
cold spell kills the stegomyia and that
it hibernates in its egg.
There is, however, a difference of
opinion among the scientists upon
this question, anti it will be finally de-
termined during the wiater months.
Whether a stegomyia mosquito that
has fed upon the blood of a yellow
fever patient can transmit) its poison
to its eggs is another question Oat
will be finally deternilned upon this
winter. Dr. Dupree expects to make
some experiments along this line.
Dr. Dupree will let some mosquit-
oes feed on a yellow fever patient
and will then send them to the United
States government to experiment
with, as a citizen would not be al-
lowed to do such dangerous experi-
menting under the laws of Louisiana.
A Paris paper asserts that during
the recent Moroccan crisis Great Beit-
ain gave asstuances.of aid to France
in case of trouble with Germany.
CAPITAL STOCK OF BASKET
FACTORY RAISED SUM
NAMED.
Samuel J. Billington Qualified as Su-
perintendent of County Schools—
Wedding Licenses Issued.
The Mergenthaler-Hortoa basket
factory of Mechanicsburg has in-
creased its capital from $tocaeoo to
$25o,000, and there was yesterday
lodged with the county clerk the
documents amending their original
articles of incorporation to this ex-
tent. Ali iacorporating articles have
to give the capitalization of the cor-
poration.
State Liquor License.
George Yopp transferred to Bar-
ney Padgett his state liquor license,
Padgett having purchased the form-
er's saloon.
Ilillington Qualified.
Samuel J. Billington yesterday
qualified before the county court as
superintendent of the coanty public
schools, e haying .been selected to
succeed Marvin Rigsdale. who re-
signed tea take a place evith the city
schools. On Professor Billington
qualifyieg, his bond was accepted
and the dIE cc turned over to him.
Real Estate eDals.
Property on the south side of
Jefferson near Fourteenth street has
been sold by R. J. Swanson to Fan-
nie Alloway for $2,100, and the deed
filed for record yesterday with the
county clerk.
J. M. Wiorten transferred to James
Howard for $375, property on
Smithland avenue.
Ed. P. Noble bought from Dr. S.
B.oCaldwell, Sr., for $1,e00, a plot
of ground standing near the Cald-
well home just this side of Arcadia,
on West Broadway. The ground is
the one on which Mi. Noble is erect-
ing his handsome suburban home.
For ;too, property was bought by
J. W1 did! from Ed Thurman.
josie Sebastian executed a deed
correcting a former deed in which
,sbe transferred to Belle Irwin prop-
erty at Tenth and Husbands streets.
Licensed to Marry.
The county clerk has issued mar-
riage licenses to the following par-
ties: s.
Houston Henry, aged 42, and Mis-
souri Stone, aged 32, of this city;
Willie Howard, aged 2 1 , and Alice
Mioore, aged 20, of the city.
Roland Clark, aged 24, and Nina
Steven:, aged 22, colored, of the
county, were also issued a licerise.
Judge Out al Town.
Judge R. T. Lightfoot left Sunday
for Cairo, and comes back today,
having gone there on business.
A number of the Episcopal clergy
of the diocese of New Hampshire
have made arrangements for the for-
mation of an association which will
have for its ultimate object the union
of the Anglican church with the Or-
thodox church of Rusisa and other
ancient churches of the East.
Official returns of casualties in the
Japanese army are as follows: Killed,
46.180; died of wounds, io,o7o; died
of diacase. te000, making a total of
72.43o dead.
RIDING HORSE
FIRE DEPARTMENT HORSE IS
LOANED TO MRS I D
WILCOX.
Moore Churchhill Elected to Wm
Orr's Place, While Courtney
Long is Second Extra.
Last eveniqg at the meeting of the
police and fire commissioners at the
city hall the board voted to loan to
Mrs. I. D. Wilcox, for one night
only, the riding horse at Central fire
department station house, on North
Fourth street. The animal is one
of the best saddle animals in this sec-
tion of the country and Mrs. Wilcox
wants its use to participate in one
of the horse show contests, mid the
commissioners acquiesced in her
wishes and agreed to let her have
the animal which is expected to capt-
ure some prize, as he is excellent
horseflesh, while Mrs. Wilcox is one
of the best whips in the city.
The commissioners officially accepet.
ed the resignation of Policeman Wm.
On, who quit the service to enter the
saloon husine,s on Broadway near
Eleventh street. On the resignation
being accepted First Extra Moore
Churchhill was selected to fill the
regular place, while Second Extra
Edward Alexander was advanced to
first extra, and Mr. Courtney Long
made second extra. The latter is the
well known cab and back man who is
Preparing to digpose of his livery
beakless and take his place on ,the
deeartment.
There was filed with the board the
a.pplioationa of a number of people
desiring jobs on the pollee force and
in the fire department.
Nelli2=7".
TIE TURN OF LIFE
A Time When Women Are Susceptible to Many
Dread Diseases—Intelligent Women Prepare
for It. Two Relate their Experience.
The "change of life" is
the most critical period
of a woman's existence,
and the anxiety felt by
women as it draws near
is not without reason.
Every woman who
neglects the care of her
health at this time in-
vites disease and pain.
When her system is in
a deranged condition,
or she is predisposed to
apoplexy, or congestion
of any orgen, the ten-
dency is at this period
likely to become active
—and with a host of ner-
vous irritations, make
life a burden. At this
time, also, cancers and
tumors are more liable
to form and begin their
destructive work.
Such warning symp-
toms as sense of suffo-
cation, hot flashes, head-
aches backaches, dread
of impending evil, timid-
ity. sounds in the ears,
palpitation of the heart,




tude, and haziness, are
promptly heeded by in-
telligent women who are
approaching the period
In life when "woman's
'may be expected.
These symptoms are all just so many
cells from nature for help. The nerves
are crying out for assistance and the
cry should be heeded in time.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound was prepared to meet the needs
of woman's system at this trying
period of her life. It invigorates and
strengthens the female organism and
builds up the weakened nervous system
It has carried thousands of women
safely through this crisis.
For special advice regarding this im-
portant period women are invited to
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass.,
and it will be furnished absolutely free
of charge.
Read what Lydia E. Pinkham's Com-
pound did for Mrs. Hyland and Mrs.
Dear Kra Pinkhara:—
" I had beta sufaering with falling of the
womb for years and was passing through the
Change of Life. My womb was badly swol-
len; my stomach waa sore; I had diary spells,
sick headaches, and was very nervous.
Olen 4101113•1110041
a Airs Ai: Gil ylan d
%owl tuale13111100111•111001111100111111101101100,
great change "I wrote you for advice and eorrimeneed
treatment with Lydia IL PInkbana Vege-
table Compound so yea -directed, and I am
happy to say that all thaw diatsemein sym
to loftme and I have passed lately
the Change of Life, • well woman. I am
medicine to all my
friends. "—Mrs. ACrlr ieIL O. Hyland, Chester-
town, Md.
Another Woman's Case.
Dt=eiangs at life wards cannot =-I suffered My gimisisa said I
=a mamma coodUlaa avow/oath. ODD
day I read some ot-thatmliessids ofWOUSIII,
who had hem oared try With B. Pinkkam`e
vmemble Onsmsemd. mai I deckled to try it
and to write you Ow advise. Your medicine
mad* seta well warm, mid all my bad symp-
toms sons dbapputrei.
to take Your wail write you for ad-
vioe."—Mis. Ls Ind.
" I advise at this period alit*
What Lydia I. Ikukbasn's Vegetable
Compound did far Mrs. Hyland and
Mrs. Hinkle it will do for any woman
at this time of life.
It has conquered pain, restored
health, and prolonged life in ease. that
utterly baffled physicians.
Ude E. Pighwes %Wails Cusesad It*i Wbsr. MN'S FaL
LABOR JOURNAL
OF CITY AGAIN SELECTED BY
SHIPWRIGHTS AS THEIR
ORGAN.
Intetnational Convention Did Not
Adopt Death Fund Idea, as Subbe-
dinates Maintain Funds.
Messes. Claude Johnston and W.
A. Mooney returned Sunday from
Chicago, where they attended the
annual gathering of the International
Shipwrights, Caulkers and Joiners,
which held its gathering there this
week. It meets in tow at Bay City,
Mich.
Mr. Johnston is editor of the La-
bor Journal here, and his paper was
again made the official publication of
the shipwrights' body at the meet-
ing just closed. This makes the sec-
ond year of his selection as such.
MIr..Mooney was the delegate from
the local union, and he laid before
the national body the question of es-
tablishing a death fund, out of which
the family of the deceased affiliate is
to be paid Poo on death of the mem-
ber. The international convention
decided not to do this, inasmuch as
neaeliy every subordinate union over
the country already maintained a
fund of this character.
The Paducah body has none, but
now that the international organizas
tion has left this entirely to the sub-
ordinate bodies, the local union will
create the fund for benefit of their




Attorney General Hayes to Argue
Them Before Supreme Court.
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. ea—Attorney
General N. B. Hayes has gone to
Washington to argue the cases of
James Howard and Caleb Powers in
the supreme court of the United
States. Associated with him will be
Hon. Lawrence Maxwell, of Cincin-
nati, 0., who is considered One of the
most successful practitioners before
the supreme court. The Howard
case is upon a writ of erroe from the
court of appeals in his last convic-
tion, the third having been confirmed.
The Powers case is on appeal from
jurisdiction assumed by Federal
Judge Cochran, of the Eastern Dis-
trict of Kentucky. Early considera-
tion of the cases by the supreme tri-
bunal is expected.
Great Britain is planning 'e jthor-
ganization of a "national. i my" of
250,000 for foreign service, t be corn-
posed mainly of militia, suppanenkd





While the Sun Shines Hotly from
Above, This Tree Contstantly
Drops Rainwater.
Chief Surgeon D. G Murrell, of
the Illinois Central railcoad hospital,
has the prize curiosity in this section
of the country, and states it can not
be excelled. This is attested by many
other people who have visited the
phenomena and gazed upon same in
wonder.
The curiosity is a "raining tree,"
which stands out in the yard of the
hospital on West Broadway. There
are two trees close by each other,
and at ricirly any hour during the
day drops of water can be seen fall-
ing down in between them. This
unusual dripping occurs ,all the time,
therffore the water can't he dew, as
the sun would dry that Lip in an hour
or two. The water falls from this
tree late in the afternoon fast as
copiously as it does early in the mor-
ning, and the occurrence is one of
much interest to everybody who has
seen same.
. Anyone can stand in between the
trees for a moment, and then, coming
out,' find their clothing bespattered
with numerous drops of water that
fell from the boughs and leaves. It
is surely a marvelous occurrence and
hundreds of people are going over in
tbe yards each day to lopk at the
"weeping tree."
The surgeon and assistants at the
hospital have been trying to fathom
the mystery and discover from
whence the drops of water come, but
it seems to be beyond their ability,
and the phenomena continues unin-
terruptedly, dripping its water supply
on the ground, despite the prevalent
dry atmospheric conditions and the
steady shining of the sun.
GREAT SUM FOR MISSIONS
OBTAINED BY DR. SIMPSON
New York, Ott. el.—People from all
over the United Slates and Canada
heard the Rev. Albert B. Simpeon's
annual plea for missions at the Gos-
pel Tabernacle yesterday. At two
services $90,265 was subscribed. The
gifts of jewelry were confined to a
gentleman's gold watch and a wf,-
man's wedding ring.
At Hastings, Neb., John Broderick,
Crazed because he had not been al-
lowed to visit his mother during her
it illness, made his 'way into the.
death chamber and', over the body of
his mother, shot himself, his sister, his
brother and brother-in-law. The lat-





Are You Planning to Remodel? ,
If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the
near future, you should study the
subject of Plumbing.
A little knowledge on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of the
best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
11 you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sani-
tation and will show you the samples of'





Do you want a first class Job by an
expert Iworkman? If you do take
It to
John j. 131eich, leweter.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
jr 13. COULSON,
...PLUMBING.
Steam and Hot Water lleatIno.
Phone 133. 52"J Broadway.
044440.4644+4,444-04.4.44.4.40444.• 4.44+4-t4-4-1+.1÷1.114-14.4-2-.++-344.6
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST COI
Of Paductsdi, Kentucke7,
Capital and Surplus $1155,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at is to Ito per year as to UAL lifcti carry your owls
key and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YO U IsIORE ABOUT IT : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, ifiog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Ooods. Both 'Phones it
13. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident. Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726





































Secretary Snyder Says When Gano's
Resignation Is Accepted Va-
cancy Would Be Filled.
Commissioner C. C. Rose, the lo-
cal representative of the fire insur-
ance companies doing business here,
stated yesterday that today he would
get to Third street on the north side
of Broadway, where be is inspecting
the buildings to see that the proprie-
tors keep same in good condition and
free from combustible material. He
Las finished she examination of all
buildings over on the opposite side
+a this main thoroughfare, from First
to Sixth streets. Within the next few
days he will kit done out as far as
• Sixth on the south side.
Mi. Rose has received a letter from
Claude Snyder, who is secretary of
the Kentucky and Tennessee Board
-of Fire Underwriters, which is the
organization composed of every fire
inettrance company doing business in
these two states, and which compan-
ies band together so as to fix rates
and adopt rules for their mutual bene-
fit. Secretary Snyder informed Mr.
Rose that at the meeting of the as-
sociation's executive board within the
next week or two there would be ac-
cepted the resignation of Mr. Gann,
who is the former electrical wiring in-
spector sent around over the two
states by the association for the pur-
pose of seeing whether the wiring in
all buildings wa• properly done.. Mr.
Snyder said that when the resigna-
tin was accepted there would be tak-
en up the application of W. J. Gils-
dorf, of this city, for the place.
Gilsdorf is the city electrician for
'Paducah, his mission being to see
that all electrical wiring is done ac-
cording to the. schedule adopted by
the tire insurance companies. He is
paid out of the city treasusy and was
selected by the municipal authorities
for this local place on recommenda-
tion of the insurance companies. who
regard him as an expert in this line.
It is more than probable that he will
be selected the electrical expert for
these two states by the underwriters'
association.
Mr. Gilledbrf returned yesterday
morning frem Chicago, where he has
been attending the annual convention




RUSH IN PLASTERING CIRCLES
DELAYS BUILDING IN THE
CITY.
Contractors Have Trouble in Com-
pleting Houses Because Plaster
ere are Rushed to death.
The contractors in the city are hav-
ing con-iderable trouble getting sb_ir
different buildings completed on ac-
count of the plasters having more
than they can attend to. This evi-
dences an unprecedented rush in the
building circles, as the contractors
state this season has been the best in
the history of Paducah for many
years back in unusually large number
of substantial and co.tly structures
going up.
When the carpenters and others
get finished the wood and brick work
on buildings this leaves the inside to
be plastered and ceded by the plaster-
ers. There is only a very few of die
latter class of mechanics in the city,
therefore they cannot keep up with
the balance of the building crews in
their plastering work. The plaster-
lag has to be done when the building4
readies a certain stage before any-
thing else can be performed, there-
fore those plasterers here can do only
• certain amount of work, hence the
4 balance of the new buildings have to
wait co them.
One contractor yesterday said that
he had three residences finished and
ready for the plasterers three weeks
ago, but the latter have been so busy
with iwork contracted before they took
the residence jobs that tfiey have
been unable to get to the new homes
to do the plastering there.
This complaint, is a general,One
from the contractors all over the city,
and it seems more plasterers from
the outside cannot be gotten here, as
the big building rush stems, general




New York. Oct. 9—Thirty years
ago, while attending a fashionable
wedding in Brooklyn, Miss Jennie
Corwin lost a necklace of pearls val-
ued at fieatso. Yesterday the family
announced that the necklace had been
returned by mail on Saturday. No
'message or anything to indicate the
identity of the sender accompanied
the jewels.
Italy has officially adhered in prin-





At Request of City Attorney There
Was Dismissed Warrant Against
Will C. Gray.
Yesterday morning in the police
court there was continued until next
Thursday the case charging the East
Tennessee -Telephoue company with
tearing up 'Kentucky avenue and alley
behind the exchange building without
first procuring the authority neces-
sary from the city officials. This is
where they excavated the public thcr-
oughfare so as to get under same
their conduits.
Felix Merriweather, colored, was
held to the grand jury on the 'charge
for stealing a penknife from Kirby's
ten cent store Saturday night.
Levi Calhoun was held to the grand
jury on the charge of swearing false-
ly under oath.
Bob Hickman, alias Mahaffey. was
given a postponement until tomorrow
of the case charging him with steal-
ing a cow_ and calf_ of Dairyman
Claude Russell.
I 011k Hill and Henry Boyd were
both fined $5 for engaging in a diffi-
culty.
I James Coleman, colored, was given
' a continuance of the warrant charg-
ing him with dumping garbage on top
the levee at the river front below the
C. incline, near the city's dump.
The law requires it be thrown onto
the or in the stream.
I There was dismissed the case charg
in Will Gray with keeping his sa-
160n open on Sunday and selling
liquor This order was at the request
of tes city attorney.
WM tfamilton was dism:ssed of the
case charging him with using insult-
ing language toward another.
I Charles Bryant was fined $5 for a
breach of the peace, and put under
bond.
I Mattie Pepper was fined $e for en-
gaging in a difficulty with Dora Pizer
while the latter was dismissed.
Doss Little and S. F. Art were
each fined $I and costs for being
dransk.
1 A company has been igrmed at Bir-mingham for the construction
'through the mineral r‘gion in Ala-
bama of the first electric locomotive
system ever built in the state.
RELIGIOUS
THE COMMITTEES OF Y. M. C.
A. PREPARING FOR THEIR
MEETINGS.
Nearly One-half of the Budget Nec-
essary for Fiscal Year Has
Been Pledged.
In preparing for their religious
meetings of the men the Y. Mi C. A.
workers have called several of the
committees to meet and take up the
arrangements
Each winter the associations con-
ducts gatherings where the men dis-
cuss religion, and next Thursday
night there will meet what is known
as the "speakers' committee," which
is the body having in charge the mat-
ter of procuring a leader for each
meeting. This body will continue to
lead the discussions and talks.
friday night there will meet the
invitation committee," which is
the one that looks after the attend-
ance, invites people to come to the
gatherings and sees that everybody
is well looked. after and properly car-
ed for.
These men's meetings are affairs of
much interest to the workers, as
large crowds are always on hand.
Budget Being Raised.
The committees and board of di-
rectors contintie pushing the work of
raising the association budget neces-
sary for the ensuing fiscal year that
commenced the 1st of last month.
They have already gotten up nearly
one-half the amouat desired, which
evidences a liberal response by the
public, as the campaigners have been
out only a few days. They will con-
tinue shoving their canvass until
there is gotten the amount needed.
OCCUPIES UNEASY THRONE.
Most Acute Peeling Exists in Servia
and Bulgaria.
Belgrade, Oct. g.—King Peter of
Servia occupies an uneasy throne, for
the reason that an alleged conspiricy
to murder him and also Prince Ferdi-
nand of Bulgaria has just been un-
earthed. Two members of the Bul-
garian Kornitaja were denounced by
a Sona paper as the conspirators, and
though the Accused' deny any connec-
tion with any such plot. the Story is
accepted as having a substantial basis.
As a consewasice, the most acute
feeling of dieconlent and unrest ex-
ists, both in Servia and Bulgaria, and
it would surprise no one if the ends
of Peter and Ferdinand were as tras-
h' those of Alexander and Queen
bratia- 
IHLY PAINS? Read
"Death Is no worse than the palLs suffered
at my monthly periods," writes Mrs. Sarah• G. Betts. of White Plains, Va. "I tried manyThis medicines without relief, but C,ardul cured use,
and I am now better than for 15 years."
_
Periodical pains will certainly make you lose all your good looks, and quickly make
you old, before your time. Do not suffer. Refuse to be a victim. You can be cured and
your functions made as regular, easy and painless, as nature meant them to be—as nature
planned all our functions, like digestion, breathing, etc., to be.
When you suffer periodical pains, like headache, backache, dragging-down sensa-
tions, pain in legs, arms, side, etc., it is because your weak female parts are in need of a tonic,
that will give them the natural strength which they lack. This you will find in Wine of Cardui,
the genuine, old, remedy and specific, for female diseases, which, for over 70 years, has
been in constant use, in thousands of families throughout the country, during which time it
has been of wonderful benefit to over a million women. Try
YOUNG AND OLD
aro earnestly urged to wrtts us at once for Free Advice.
Maks as your coefidant, describing all year troubles, stat-
ing age, and ana will send you valuable instructions and
advbs, in plea, sealed envelope.
Addrese: Lass' Aivkaary Dept., The auttaasoga
Mad= Cs., Chattanoop., tem.
SCARLET FEVER
DR. STEWART FOUND FOUR
CASES IN ONE FAMILY
YESTERDAY.
The Public School Near klaxon's
Mill Had to Close Down on Ac-
count of Epidemic.
Yesterday Dr. Phil Stewart found
that in the family of Mr. Will Cham-
bers, of the Maxon's Mill section of
the county, there were two children
ill with scarlet fever, while two more
are just getting well. The physician
is the health officer for this cc unty
and was summonedout to that neigh-
borhood in this capacity.
It seems that two of the little boys
of that familli and two of the girls
contracted the fever, and half of them
are now about recovered while the
others are doing very well. There
are two more children in the family.
and probabilitie- are they will take
the ailment as they have been exposed
to the toilers ever since the latter
look ill.
Dr. Stewart states that there has
been quite an epidemic of this fever
in that vicinity, as he learned while
out there yesterday that possibly fif-
-teen cases have existed, but despite
this he was never notified of the fact.
None of the cases were of violent
form, however, some of the children
remaining in bed only a day or two.
As a result of the fever striking
that community the public school has
been closed by the trusetees of that
district, and will remain that way un-
til the fever entirely disappears
TWO CITIES OBJECT.
Paducah and Henderson Do Not Ac-
cept Freight Rate Compromise.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. es—The Ken-
tucky railroad commission is now con
sidering an intervening petition filed
by the shippers of Henderson and Pa-
ducah relative to the alleged discrim-
ination in freight rates against these
towns by the several railroads in fa-
vor of Evansville and other Southern
Indiana points. The case originally
invilved Owensboro, and the matter
was carried to the interstate com-
merce commission, but, owing to a
compromise the Owensboro contin-
gent caused a withdrawal of the case
from before the interstate commerce
commission.
The intervening petition of Hender-
son and Paducah will be heard later.
This petition alleges, that Henderson
and Paducah were not benefitted by
the compromise effected by the Ow-
ensboro shippers and ask that the
case be put to a hearing so that Hen-
derson and Paducah might receive
the desired relief.
HEAVY RAIN FALLS
But Situation in New Orleans Con-
tinues to Improve.
New Orleans, Oct. 9.-.---Rain has
fallen here incessantly for the past
twenty-four hours, and all sanitary
work has again had to be suspended,
but the fever situation continues, to
improve, a clean death sheet on Sun-
day emphasizing the statements here-
tofore made in these dispatches that
there are fewer cases of actual yellow
fever developing than are being re-
ported.
The weekly statistics sustain Dr.
White's assurance that the fever is
being steadily wiped, out. For the
week ending October 7 a total of 176
new cases and 22 deaths were report-
ed, agaipst 183 eew.caset and as.
deaths in the preceding week, the
showing being the best since the first
week in August. From all infected
points in the country come reports of
steady progress.
Subscribe for THE REGISTER
WINE 
OF C :firARDUI 
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an:up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for ouraestablishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as onetrof the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-,
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are Di position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
[. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
OFFICIAL VISITS
PROF. LIES NOW VISITING
EACH BUILDING OF THE
CITY
Miss Mabel Mitchell Taken From
High School and Put in Charge
of Miss Cummins' Room.
Supt. Lieb, of the public schools,
yesterday morning commenced his
systematic visiting of the different
school buildings, this being the first
of his regular visits since school open
ed the first of last month. Of course
he has been called to this building
and that on business since they open-
ed, but only yesterday did he start
on his "official" round, during which
time he goes to each room to see how
the work is progressing, confers with
the teachers and principals regarding
improvements to be made and chang-
es effected, etc. Yesterday he finish-
ed with the Jefferson and Lee build-
ings and today will visit several
more. He will get through all of
them this week.
It used to be the rules of the
school board that the superintendent
should visit the different buildings at
least once a week to see how things
were coming on, but this was Otter-
wards changed to once a month.
Many times though the superintend-
ent can go to each building yery often
and then at other periods, when he is
unusually busy, he cannot get around
tc each so many times. so the trustees
have left it to his discretion as to
how often he shall make the rounds.
He finds things in a most excellent
condition, considering the schools
have been opened just one month,
and then many things were brought,
to overcome on account of the scarlet
fever scare which caused several hun-
dred scholars to abandon their studies
until their parents' fears were allayed
and they permitted to return to their
books.
One More Case.
Yesterday Sup4. Lieh found that
another case of scarlet fever had
broken out, but the victim is not a
Pupil at the public schools. The child
is that of Mr. Smith, of South Sev-
enth street, and is quite ill.
The little Perkins girl of Mechanics
'burg has entitely recovered from her







mii 5m 11- AT  
Harbour's Department Store
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST COPY-RIGHT NOVELS. ALL THE
ITIRIGHTEST SONGS AND INSTRUMENTAL "HITS."
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH, Kl•
MAIM, CHM & CO.
school, as all danger is passed, while
the little Robertson girl and Beck
boy are still out. They are about well
but it takes a week or two for all dun
ger f contagiotes exposure to pass
away, so they cannot return to their
studies until some time next week.
Started In.
Yesterday morning Prof. Marvin
Ragsdale started in teaching at the
McKinley building in Mechanicsburg,
having been selected to fill the va-
cancy as principal of that school on
account of the resignation of Prof.
Albert Rouse.
Prof. Ragsdale is an expels!
man and started things off all righ
Study of English.
Miss Emma Morgan continues too
ill to take up the instruction of Eng-
lish in the high school department at
the Washington building, so yeeeer-
day morning new arrangements had
to be made. Miss Mary Grey Cum-
ruins, of the seventh and eighth
grade departmental work at this build
ing, has been teaching the English
for Miss Morgan while she latter has
been ill, while Prof. Marvin Ragsdale
has been elected principal of the Mc-
Kinley building and assumed his du-
ties yesterday morning, Supt. Lief)
had to get some one to take charge
of Miss Cummin -' room while she
was handling the English. There be-
ing no available teacher or substitute
the superintendent had to get Miss
Mabel Mitchell, one of the high
school students, to temporarily fill
Miss Cummins' place until the latter
can be relieved of the English by re-
recovery and return of Miss Morgan.
Net Tested Yet
The gas company employes have
connected their gas pipes with the
high school laboratory, but have not
yet tested the connections so as to
see whetther there are any leaks, and
whether things are all right. The su-
' tentient will get them to do that
the gas connections can be
ulna' y the laboratory scholars in
their studies.
•
Cutting Down the Figure.
(Catholic Standard.)
"I've been watching your work,"
said the merchant, "and I'd be glad
to have you accept a situation with
our house."
"Well," said the hustler, "I'll work
for you if you'll give me what I
want."
"Oh, that's out of the question, but
give you what you expect."
President Roosevelt favors a bond
issue of Stsio.000,dbo to pay expenses
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Tuesday Morning, Oct. ro, loss.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Register is authorized tel an-
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a
candidate for Coroner of McCracken
county, subject to action of the demo-
cratic precinct conventions to be
held Sattsrday October 7.
Senator Armstrong, one of the kg
islative committee investigating the
insurance meddle in New'York, ques
tions the wisdom of the insurance
commissioners of Missouri and Neva-
da in threatening to shut any com-
panies out of their states because of
alleged mismanagement, particularly
in the misappropriating of the funds
of the companies. Mr. Armstrong,
as is quoted elsewhere, is disposed
to think that this curtailing of the
business of the companies is more
calcelated to do the policy holders
harm than,good by killing the com-
panies rather than making them the
business institutions they should be.
Mr. Armstrong makes the point that
what the respective state commission-
ers should await is the report of the
investigating committee and be ready
to lend assistance in the wisrk in
hand by suggesting such laws as will
make the companies stronger and
safer for the people of the states gen-
trally through uniform action. The
interview credited to Mr. Armstrong
is calculated to assure the public that
the investigation is in conservative
hands .and that, as is declared, the
companies are to be strengthen-
ed and not destroyed.
,
What hes come to be known as
"the Gothenberg saloon system" has
found such favor in Los Angeles, Cal.,
that twenty-five of theleading monied
men of the pity have proposed to the
. f
11 dfiltitti ghcrities that they willidt
.oirdtily aoo saiocnis of the pla,
e? ilk syStein, making the owners
of the saloons whole as to valuation
of their property and the city more
than whole as to the license now re-
eeived, and curtail the number of sa-
loon o to twerityieve. It acqiiirhig
the saloons of the city the company
propbsee to buy all effects at an ap-
praised valuation and after snaking
therntlebes -whole only to the extent.
of fit per cent. os their mohey,
agreei to turn the remainder of profit
into the city treasury. The proptssi-
tion is meeting with much favor in
Los Angeles and if not accepted by
Abe present administration promises
to be an issue in the next selection
of municipal authorities.
The Mayleld Messenger admits that
%here is some doubts of the Cairo and
Mayfield road, of which it has lately
had math eo -Fay as a "certain thing,"
being built now. The Messenger has
said all along that the projectors had
all the money they wanted to build
the road, but now iu says that the in-
surance investigation in New York
has interferred with the prospects of
getting the money needed for the
construction of the line. The Mes-
senger fairly snorted when it was said
less than two weeks ago that the pro
posed road would not be built, and
now it almost says the same thing
itseL The real trouble with the
Cairo and Mayfield road is that it
does not carry with it. the business
which malts railroad building these
days "certain things."
Congressman Landis, of Indiana,
proposes as a means of reducing the
expenditures of the govern/lee
the cost of running the go
printing o ce he curtailed $0000,000.
Of course Land' is a republican and
against any redo-ton of tariff or in-
crease of *the rettenues or these
things will hit the trusts and . com-
bines, And that Ile doesn't care to do.
But the working class are the only
ones the proposed reduction in the
cost of running the government print-
ing office will effect, and they can
and must stand the cut. If Mr.
Landis can find some other branch of
the government which might be prun-
ned he will also incluile it in his bill,
for the trusts and combines must not
be 'called to the rack to kelp sustain
the governmtot run largely for
their good, you know.
A number of citizens of Texas
have petitioned the governor of that
state to be permitted t hang all bru-
tal murderers and rapists without
trial of Any kind other Ulan investigae
tion snifieient to establish their guilt.
The governor has responded that the
request is contrary to all laws and
therefore eoinething over which he
has no control. The petition is one
which perh - has never had an equal.,;:,
and is very ignificant as to the feel-
ing of thc ',people of Texas toward
the more fiendish classes.
If there were only Hydes. McCalls
and McCurdys to manipulate the„in-
surance companies of the country the
people would have-reason to have lit-
tle or nothing to do with life insur-
anc- But all companies are not in
tile hands ofethe Hydes, McCalls and
McCuidys and the people can get
what they want in insurance and get
what is coming no them when death
calls for a settlement of the policies.
The Owensboro Inquirer is among
the leading papers of the state which
against the proposed amendment
to the state constitution providing for
a return to the viva voce style of vot-
ing. The., Inquirer makes a strong
argument in a few words when it
says, "There is no man in the state
who is in favor of honest elections
who advocates the change from the
secret to the open ballot."
The Massachusetts repeblicans
have joined the faithful in Iowa in
calling for a revision of the present
tariff laws of the country. There is
hope for the country in the evidence
of th opening of the eyes of the
partisans in power.
EDITOR AILING
MR. LOUIS BROWNLOW LEFT
FOR EAST TENNESSEE
FOR REST.
Mr. Gordon Head Carried Ailing
Mother to Dawson Springs—Mr.
Paxton Little Better.
. Editor uis Brownlow, of the
News-Mmocrat, Sunday left for the
mountains of East Tennessee for his
health, which has been bad of late,
he suffering front extreme nervous-
ness.
Mother III.
Mir. Gordon Head returned yester-
day from Dawson Springs,..where he
accompanied his mother, who is from
Pariik Tenn., and is suffering from a
slight paralytic stroke. She Wile at-
tacked lest week at her home with
thi, affliction, and her son went down
after her. He brought her here Sun-
day, and then went on to Dawson,
where he left her resting well. It ia
believed a sojourn there will benefit
her condition,
Remains Confined.
. Justice Jesse Young remains con-
fined to his bed at his home on Clark
street near Ninth. He has been ill
for the past Week. The breach of the
peace charge against Frank Wilcox
was set for trial before him yesterday
but on account of the illness of the
magistrate the proceeding-s had to go
over.
Mother III.
Mrs. Thomas Corbett is confined
with illness at her home on North
Sixth street, and this week her daugh-
ter, Miss Rubite Corbett. will not be
at the library, *here she is assistant
librarittli, on account of the illness of
her mother.
Little Better.
Mr. Edward J. Paxton, of the After
noon Sun, is getting sole better at
his parents' home. on Jefferson street
neadvEl(weath, where he has been eon
finfor-tbe pas' two weeks With Ic-
vu.
The Fall River Textile council, rep-
resenting 3o,000 operatives ; voted to
make formal request of the Manufac-
turers' telsociation, to restore the re-







Shall It Be R.epresentation.
OR WILL YOUR REPRESENTATIVE BE ONE OF THE HOPELESS
MINORITY, POWERLESS TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION?
Paducah, as a second-class city, needs certain remedial legislation—this
none will deny. Then there are a number of men and measures to
be voted. upon. Some proposed laws would prove inimical to this city
and county; others might be beneficial. The next legislature will be
DEMOCRATIC. Democrats will make the measures. Democrats
in caucus and committee will control every vestige of legislation; elect
every legislative officer. Where would a Republican come in?
Sentimvnt should not be considered in this matter. You desire repre-
sentation. Vote for a DEMOCRAT for this office, insuring your
county ACTUAL representation.
,:gok .0111/cilrjoilr,pr (;), p." ph. NN - pit '4> j• jfiN i W





Rebate Cases Decided in Favor of
Insurance Company--Shooting
at Mayfield.
Yenerday at Benton rudge B. W.
Bradburn continued the killing
charge against Sheriff Walter Hol-
land until the ninth day of the next
term of circuit court at that place. He.
stated in postponing the proceeding
that court at Benton ended the coin-
ing Saturday and that it would lake
at least two days to empanel the jury,
which would leave only four days in
which to take the evidence, hear the
arguments and the jury reach a del
cisicn. Remembering Oat it tool,
twelve days to try the' matter the last
term of court, Judge Bradburn said
it was impossible to complete things
by the end of this week, therefore he
would continue the matter until next
March.
The court house was packed witli
witnesses, lawyers, officials and specf
tators when the court convened yess
terday morning, everybody expecting
the case to go to trial like Judge
Bradburn last Monday announced it
would. The defense opposed the con
tinuance as they wanted the hearing
now, but it was granted nevertheless.
Insurance Cam Decided.
Judge W. M. Reed yesterday decid-
ed the suit of the commonewalth of
Kentucky against the Interstate Life
Assurance .company of Indianapolis,
Ind. His opinion was in favor of the
company, which had been sued by the
commonwealth for $500 in each of
eight actions instituted at Benton in
the circuit court.
The commonwealth laws provide if
ar insurance company gives back to
a policy holder a certain amount of
the premium the policy holder would
pay for a policy, that it is guilty of
rebating and could be fined $soo for
each case. Commonwealth's Attorney
John G. Lotett filed eight suits
against this company in Marshall
county on the ground that its agent,
Mike Caldwell, gave rebates to par-
ties as an inducement to get them to
insure in his company.
In his opinion Judgse Reed holds a
company is not guilty of rebating if
the agent rebates without .knowledge
of the company.
A number of similar suits come up
here against the company.
Shooting at Mayfield.
Today at Mayfield there comes up
the examining trial of Deputy Sheriff
Finis Webb, who shot Calvin Lehr
last Saturday at the fair grounds near
that city. Webb is a brother of
Judge Webb, therefore the examining
trial will be heard by some magistrate
or other. The condition of Lehr is
quite dangerous, the bullet tittering
just to the left of his back bone in
the center of the back and coming
Out just to the left of his naval. It
is not known whether he will Dye or
not. He resides near Stubblefield,Mut
in the county, and was takee,,home
Sunday. He had slipped into the fair
grounds without paying achnission,
and when Webb started to arrest him
the lad ran and Webb fired.
;
Bo Y Cut Another.
Sunday night Will Moitis'and a
companion started to entar.tbc Meth-
odist church at Minstar, -thin' counts',.
when Herbert Foster blbelked he
way. Foster was asked teetlet the
others get by, and tefuittiff Morris
pushed him out of the *ay, Foster
struck back, ami pull 'knife,
Morris stabbed Foster t cm
but the w is net or-
ris sd
•
locked up because hc could not give
bond for his appearance before Jus-
tic Gohlson, of the county, next Sat-
urday, when the case comes up. Mor-
ris is 17 and Foster t8, both of well
known families.
Prisoners Talc.= Away.
Sunday at noon Deputy Sheriff
Wm. Lydon left here for Frankfort
with Mrs. Mary Brockwell and Lean-
der Donald, iormer white and latter
colored, they being placed in the main
prison there, Mrs. Brockwell for life
for killing her three little babies in
Mechanicsburg by poisoning them,
while the Donald woman goes up for
sew cal years for stealing several hun-
dred dollars' worth of clothing from
the residence of Rev. W. W. Arm-
strong, of Eleventh and Trimble
streels, while the family, was away.
At the same time Deputy Lydon car-
ried there away Deputy Sheriff Irvin
Potter took John Henry Duffy, a
small colored boy, to the reform
school at Lexington, Ky. The lad
stole at the New Richmond hotel.
Suits Against Steamer.
Yesterday in the federal court there
was filed two suits against the former
owners of the steamer Charleston,
being by the Farmers' Grain
toitipany for IONIA acid the otber by
C. 0. Johns for So. The boat was
sold several weeks ago to Frank
Wagoner through the courts to satis-
fy judgments for various debts held
against Captain Smith and the other
former owners.
Claims Drew Knife.
Yesterday morning Constable A.
C. Shelton arrested Arch brand on
the charge of drawing a knife on
Isham Schofield. The case comes up
Thur-day before Justice Jesse Young
Grocery Closed on Attachment
Yesterday morning Constable A
C. Shelton closed the grocery of
Knight and Given at Sixth and Trim-
ble streets, on two suits filed. one by
Baker, Seeks & Co. for $57 59, and
the other by.E. W. Bockmog for
$19-60.
CARMEN MET
SECRETARY JOHN WATTS IS
PLEASED WITH NEW
LOCATION.
Dispatcher L Neal Went to Chicago
for Visit Before Going to To-
peka—Railroad Hews.
The BrotheAood of Rai/way Car-
men held their regular weekly meet-
ing last evening at their hall over
Fifth and Broadway. The gathering
was one of much interest and a large
attendance present dispatching the
private business of the order. Many
of the members have heard from Mr.
John Watts, who says he has about
goiten settled at Kansas City, and is
well pleased with his surroundings.
He is the new secretary and treasurer
of the National Carmen" s body and




Mr. Charles Hart, of the black-
smith department at the T. C. shops,
has returned from attending the In-
ternational Blacksmiths' union meet-
ing at St. Paul where he was elected
seventh vice president for this coun-
try. The next gathering will be held
at Milwaukee. s
En Route to New Position.
Mr. L. Neal yesterday went to Chi-
cago to visit a few days before going
to Topeka, Kan., to become chief
train dispatcher the sock Island
TOO*. • IrChiia bet*,
One Kind of Folly
WHICH le CONTINUALLY BEING EXHIBITED IS THE HABIT
OF KEEPING MONEY OUT OF BANKS WHERE IT WOULD BE
SAFE, IN HOMES AND OTHER PLACES WHERE IT IS NOT
SAFE.
DID YOU EVER THINK WHY A lirANK IS SAFE? •BECAUSE
I ITS BUSINESS IS TO BE SAFE IT IS IN BUSINESS TO GUARD
MONEY. YET SOME PEOPLE KEEP MONEY IN THEIR HOMES
WHERE THE CHANCS OF ITS BEING STOLEN, OR BURNED, OR
LOST ARE A HUNDRED FOLD MORE THAN THEY WOULD BE
WITH A BANK
IF YOU HAVE ANY SURPLUS MONEY PLACE IT WITH THIS
BANK WHERE IT WOULD BE S'AFE. YOU CAN GET IT
WHENEVER YOU WANT IT, AND IF IT SHOULD STAY HERE
SIX MONTHS OR A YEAR IT WOULD EARN INTEREST AT THE
RATE OF 4 PER CENT. COMPOUND TWICE A YEAR




We exercise the greatest
care in selecting our cut gigots
Consequently our display is of the
highest standard. We aim to combine
perfection in color; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled,
J. L.Wolll Jeweler
the Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREETw. C. 6ray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable is the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
TREMENDOUS LOSS OF LIFE.
Report that to,000 Were Killed in ty-
phoon on ChinirCoast.
Victoria B. C., Oct. 9.—The steam
er Tartar which arrived Saturday
night from the Orient brought the
news from Shanghai that the loss of
life of the natives of the island at the
mouth of the Yangtse river, as a re-
sult of the typhoon at the beginning
of September, was Mnsmendotte. The
North China Daily News of Shanghai
'says:
"To 'the east of Tamagming, two
islands, one called Yaowshwa; the
other Shihiousha, distant about twen-
ty miles from Woosung, have suffet-
ed much from the typhoon, nearly
all the inhabitants having beta swept,
Sway. The Wants have only been
inhabited for a slabet while, as they
are etf recent forttion, and are not
much 'hove high stater mark, It is
reported that nearly io,000' people
have been drowned on these two • -
bolds and the pfnalletisland,, adaite
invitself his not stiffer_
—_.•
much, being well above the high-wa-
,er mark.
The Shanghai papers say that the
damage to the Canadian Pacific rail-
road liner Empress of Japan by the
typhoon will necessitate the expendi-
ture of $100,noo for repairs. During
the storm the steamer Pechili, form-
erly the Rio Grande du Sol, foundered
near the mouth of the Yangtse.
Her crew of fifty-four were saved
by the German steamer Alenga,
whose officers and crew did heroic
work, hut the Chinese were drowned.
Several Hundred Aboard.
The excursion train cornIngthrough
here Sunday from Mayfield bsund
for Louisville leaves the latter place
this afterncon en route back. There
were 20 people from Iiilayfield aboard,
while 2S6 joined here and More as the
train proceeded up the road.
Great Britain is planning the or-
ganization of a "national army" of
250,ono for foreign service, to be Com-
posed mainly 4.1 ntil hhi. tippenselited








































































































































[mat Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducah's only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
ft-o
The Paducah Furniture " anufacturkg Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
•
CHURCH ECHOES
Rev. George Bachman resigned some
months ago. Rev. Eshman impressed
his bearers most favorably, as his
deep
PARISH BUILDING OF EPISCO-
PAL CHURCH TO BE DEDI-
CATED.
Rev. Fields Preparing far a Revival,
as Is the East Baptist Church—
Other Notes.
Yesterday 'afternoon a meeting was
held at the new parish house for
Grace Episcopal church, by the la-
dies Ind gentlemen of the congrega-
tion, for the purpose of outlining
on to kllandville to attend the West
to be started next Sunday and con-
tinued until Tuesday, during which
time the , parish house just finished
will be dedkated by Bishop Wood-
cock, of this diocese.
By the arrangemeat iBishop
Woodcock nill preach next Sunday
morning at to:45 o'clock at the
church, and after that the congrega-
tion will retire to the iaarish house,
where the dedicatory ceremonies will
be gone through with, this consum-
ing about fifteen minutes. At 4:30
o'clock in the afternoon, that day,
there will be confirmed the class of
young people who are to become
members of the congregation.
Monday evening from 8 until tt
o'clock the grand reception will be
given, the entire public being cor-
dially invited to the parish house,
,where the entertainment will be held.
The vestrymen will have charge of
the receiving, while the Friends' so-
ciety will dispense coffee and sand-
wiches in the second-floor rooms.
The refreshments downstairs on the
ground floor will be in charge of the
Guild and the Rector's Aid. The par-
ish house is now being furnished for
use by the Sunday school, diffeeent
church societies and other bodies that
will hereafter hold their meetings i
therein. AM the fureishings will bei
installed by the end of this week.
For the reception it will be hand-
somely decorated with floral ar-
rangements, while music will be en-
gaged, and a most elegant affair
given.
thought, vigor and learnedness.
Putting Up Tent.
Rev. Peter Fields, of the Third
Street Methodist church, is nOw hav-
ing erected his huge tent at Sixth ahd
Husbands streets, where the first of
next week he starts his revival ser-
vices. Next Friday evening h's con-
gregation serves their big supper un-
derneath the tent.
Rally Day Services,
Next Sunday at the Broadway
Methodist church the Rally day ser-
vices will be held in the morning, at
which time the Sunday school chil-
dren have charge, and present an en-
tertaining program.
Last Sunday evening a similar
service was held at the First Presby-
terian church and was very interest-
ing to the large number there.
r s
HUMANE SOCIETY 'NW YORK WINS DELPHIC CLUB
AN ENTHUSIASTIC MEEITtip
HELD YESTERDAY AT THE
CITY HALL.
Mayor Yeiser Presided Over Body
Which Adjourned to Meet One
Week From Tonight
Yesterday afternoon at the general
assembly chamber on the second floor
of the city hall, a very enthusiastic
meeting was held by the parties who
are - desirous of organizing here a
HUTIraDe society for preventkin of
cruelty to animals. The body was
called to order at 3:30 o'clock by
Mayor Yeiser, who is heart and soul
in the movement, and thinks an asso-,
ciation of this character should he
banded to do all possible towards
alievating the suffering condition of,
helpless brines. On calling the body
to order the mayor explained the ob-
ject of the gathering and tthis brongh
societies of the Methodist Episetteud forth encouraging expressions fromchurches the co&ntry over will 100114- the different representative people
present, all of whom urged that a
wrong society be organized and kept
:actively at work in this field which
is quite a large one for an associa-
tion of this character, which has been
needed for years.
- Finally after corviderable speech-
'raking' Rev. T. J. Newell, of the
a revival by Rev. T. E. Rkhey, who Broadway Methodist church, request-
will be assisted by Rev. Allen of Mar- ed that an adjournment be taken
shall county. til one week from tonight when
other meeting will be held at
church on Seventh and Broadway.
After getting organized the scciety
will outline its plan for work and do
all in its power to place upon a better
plane the existence of animals treat-
ed cruelly by owners and drivers.
menet their week of prayer. During
that period services will be held
afternoon at the Broadway M
church by the local society,
Week of Prayer.
Next .Mionday the Hume Mission
Baptist Revival.
Next Sunday at East Baptist church
in Mechanicsburg there will be sta
IAN
Quarterly Conference.
Rev. J. D. Walsh, of Louisville, was
here yesterday, he being the presiding
elder for this district hirlhat eenfer-
ence. Yesterday he west out to Hick-
ory Grove, where last night was held
the isgarterly conference at the Meth-
°Stalk *ouch there. The presiding el-
deil vines back today and tonight and
tomorrow even:rig preaches at the
Mechanicsburg church.
4.
The W. C. T. U. Thursday.
The W. C. T. U. will hole' an
evangelistic meeting next Thursday
afternoon in the lecture room of the
First Baptist church.
The hour of meeting has been
Blandville Gathering, changed from 330 to 3 o'clock. The
Rev. E. IL Cunningham was not superintendent of this department,
here Sunday to preach in his polpit;416a. Judi& Miles, requests that the
at the Second Baptist church. He i mem1ers come prepared to respond
could not 'get evilly from Cerglean to roll call with a quotation from
1Springs, where he has been atiend- scripture.
ing a Baptist convention. Coming in The subject kir consideration will 
.
today from that place he goes right I me the relation of the W. C. T. U.
o .es nto Blandville to attend the West to the church. As this is a question
Union Baptist association, whkh con-Ithai appeals to the church as well as
verses there tomorrow for a several i the W. C. T. 'U., it is hoped the
day session. subject will be fully discussed.
Ifir. John Cheek. Col. Joe Potter I A special invitation is extended to
an iar• Hanle 1-tarrilc go down to- all membeni of the church who are in
day to attend the gathering as dele- sympathy with the temperance move-
gates from the First Baptist church.
—
Quarterly Conference.
Tomorrow evening there will occur
at the Broadway Methodist church
the first quarterly conference before I Approaching Engine.
the annual conference. .
Central City, Ky., Oct. 9.—The re-
Rhodes-Burford Bakings. mains of young William Ifieweese.
Today the Ladies' Missionary so-twho lose hip life here while switching
ciety of the First Baptist church has in the fllineis Central yards, were
charge of the bakiogs at the Rhodes- taken to the home of his aged father
Burford establishment, on North at Caneyville for interment.
Fourth street, while tomorrow Tem- A witness of the accident states
pie Israel ladiei have charge, and that in titping his hat to a young lady
Thursday the serles closes with the friend he lost his footing and fell be-
ladles of the Heine of the Friendless neath the switch engine directly at
in 'Charge her feet as she was standing in the
street waiting for the engine to cross
Yum Kipper. and though she setseamed the engin-
--VAMPS*, *MIT** Ictropef 444 a ecr-44- rot -heerAtink-And- -realising
holiday for the Jewish iseople, who somethitto eras wrong onlp when she
closed 'their. stores and conducted ser- stood in the middle of the track and
vices it Temple Israel, where the waved her arms. His brother, wh6
worship commenced Sunday evening, was a hundred yards distant acting
as operator for the Illinois central,
Fine Sermon, could not come, as the fast passenger
A lore congregation was present was just about due here, and there
Sunday at the Cumberland-Presbyter- was no one to relieve him and take
Ian church to hear the initial sermon care of the trains.
of Rev. E. H. Kshman, who comes
here from Pulaski, Tenn., to supply
until the first of rkxt year that pulpit
ment.
WAS LIFTING HAT TO LADY.
When He Stumbled and Fell Under
Yardmaster G. M. Stonebraker, of
the I. C., has returned from Mayfi4d,





W. X. POAGE SOON MOVES
FROM, PRESENT STAND INTO;
NEXT DOOR.
Engineer Wilcox Busy Making Sur-
veys for New Railway—Mr. Dil-
day Takes New Job.
The mechanics have about finished
remodeling and overhauling the W.
H. Riecke building, at 318 Broadway,
and within ths next few days Mr. W.
K. Poage, the clothier, will begin
moving therein his stock, which is
now in 32o Broadway. Just as soon
as Mk. Poage moves out of 32.0, the
mechanics will commence remodeling
that number and get it into condition
for Mr. David L.-Van Cutin, the book
and stationery dealer, who is now at
312 Broadway, and moves into the
Rieke place when completed.
•••••
Making Railway Survey.
Civil Engineer James Wilcox is ex-
pected home by the last of this week
from Tiptonville, Tenn., and that vic-
inity, where he has been for some
days past getting surveys and doing
other civil engineering work for the
new railroad to be built between Tip-
tonville and surrounding point?' This
is the interurban line in which there
is interested Ms. Jeff J. 'Read, of this
city.
Mr. Wilcox is running the lines,
getting the grades and performing
other work in compiling the profiles
showing the course to be taken by_the
road.
Takes New Position.
Mr. N. J. Dilday has taken the place
of superinterkdent of agents for the
State Life Insurance company, of In-
dianapolis, Ind. He was I formerly
owner of the Standard, that was
merged with The Register, and of te-
cent years has ueen state agent in
Kentucky for the Equitable l4fe As-
surance society.
Subscribe for The Register.
TOOK FROM PHILAbELPHIA
T1112.: iIRST OF SERIES'OF
GAMES.
WEEKLY MEETING IS TO BE
HELD THIS MORNING AT
LIBRARY.
Mel Harry Lloyd Expected Back Actor :Wycoff to Be Entertained by
S.:srtly From Cincinnati—Jim- Paducah Relatives—Entre Nous
rale Murray in Town. Club Reorganized.
New York di-ow first blood yester-
day- at Philadelphia, when the two
grsa: baseball teams of those cities
played the initial game oi the series
Ofoseven which they art to. pull off,
and thereby decide which aggregaticn
is the champion of the world. Yes-
terday the New York boys won the
corn/, by a score of 3 to 0.
The New York' team won the pen-
nant in the National league this year,
while the Philadelphia club took the
rag for the American league. This
made them champions for the respec-
tive organizations with which they
associated themselves the past, sea-
son, and now they intend playing
each other a series of seven games
to decide what club holds the world's
championship.
New York is only a few hours' ride
fr9m the Qtelker City, and thousands
of people from the former went over
to Philadelphia yesterday to witness
the game. The attendance was a rec-
ord-breaker running up into the tens
of thousands, and as the series pro-
ceeds those witnessing the contests
will increase in numbers so that it is
expected the grand stand and grounds
will not accommodate them. 6
The hot game is being watched
with widespread and close interest
the world over, and the fans of Padu-
cah eagerly sought the telegraphic
news last night from the field oFbat-
tle. It is expected to be the greatest
battle ever pulled off on the diamond,
as both teams have amen& their num-
ber the most skilled players of the
entire universe.
Expected Back Shortly.
"Chief" Harry Lloyd, the manager
of the local baseball club, is expected
back next week from Cincinnati,
where he has been the past few
weeks on a visits While there he is
looking around over the field for good
players to tie onto the club next sea-
son, and expects to have some pretty
swift company among the boys.
Organize Boxing Class.
Jimmie Murray, the crack pugilist,
who was here some years ago, is
hack in the city for a tour over the
country and intends organizing a class
to give instruction in boxing with
gloves. He went up against many_
able fighters while here in this city
the last time and showed himself a
master of the art in no mean manner.
He is being greeted here by his old
friends who are glad to see him hack,
and prospects are that he will gather
together quite a good-sized class to
be trained into the pugilistic art.
FIGHT FOR CONTROL
OF WABASH RAILROAD
Injunction Sought by Deposed Presi-
dent Joseph Ramsey, Jr., Is
Denied.
St. Louis, Oct. 9.—In the St. Louis
saircuit court today Judge Daniel G.
Taylor denied the application of Jos.
Ramsey, Jr., deposed president of the
Wabash railroad, for an injunction
to restrain the Missouri Pacific and
Iron Mountain roads or their trustees
from voting Wabash stock held by or
for those railroads in the annual Wa-
bash election to be held in Toledo to-
morrow.
News of the decision was tele-
graphed at. once to Toledo, where
Geo. Gould and his supporters and
Jos. Ramsey and his personal advis-
ors are awaiting the decision.
The failure of the injunction suit7
which if successful would have tied
up a large block of Gould stock, is
regarded as a most 'important victory
for the Gould Interests.
The De:phic club meets this morn-
ing at the Carnegie Library building,
on Ninth and Broadway.
• Actor Related Lccallyt .
Mk. Fred M. Wyckoff, owner of the
play, and the leading man in "Uncle
Daniel," which will be played at the
Kentucky tomorrow night, is a cousin
of Mr. N. R. Wyckoff, deceased, who
lived at the corner of Ninth and
Clark streets. Mrs. N. R. Wyckoff
will entertain the acter and his wife
at sapper tomorrow night.
Entre Nous Club.
niss Nell -Holland, of South Sixth
near Adams street, yesterday morning
had the Entre Nous club to meet with
her and reorganize for the coming
winter. Mks. Henry B. Grace was re-
elected president, while the first regu-
lar gathering of the young ladies will
be Tuesday afternoon with Miss Lil-
lie Mhe Winstead of Seventh and
Washington streets. The members
are: Mrs. Grace and Misses Blanche
Hills, Mdrjorie Bagby, Lillie Mae
Winstead, Louis Cox, Sus'e Thomp-
son. Monima Hopkins, Robbie Lov-
ing, Nell Holland, Della Coleman,
Beulah Rogers, Fannie Colemere
Ethel Brook and Helen Decker.
-
Sunday Nuptials.
At 2 o'clock Sunday afterroon there
was married Miss Lela Jones and Mk.
Emmett Johnson, at the home of the
bride, on North Twelfth street. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. J.
L. Perryman.
The couple are poptil,ii- nting peo-
ple, the groom being a ,treet car mo-
torman.
Birthday Party.
Yesterday afternoon from 4 until 6
o'clock. Miss Julia Dabney entertain-
ed at her parents' home, on North
Fifth street, complimentary to the
twelfth anniversary of her birthday.
Many friends partook of her hospital-
ity and spent a delightful, afternoon.
Reed-Noble Invitations.
Yesterday there were i,,=tied the in-
vitations to the wedding of MISS Ern-.
ma Reed and Mr. Edmund Pearson
Noble, the affair occurring at 9 o'clock
the evening of Tuesday, October 24.
at the Palmer. From 9:3o a. m. until
7:30 p. m. a reception will be given at
the hotel, after which the couple leave
for their bridal tour. Returning No-
vember 75, they be at home at
the Palmer.
FOR SALE
line marine engine, is-horse
spe-d, 9 miles per hour.
CONSTRUCTION: Keel, stem,
ribs, zy, by 2'4 white oak, steamed Calomel
transom and kelsom of white oak;
and bent; planking, tg-inch clear
white oak, put on with copper nails
and rivited; length front deck, to





Pure, durable, soda soaps are
what we keep. No potash soap,
mixed w:th sand to make them
hard and containing an exces-
sive amount of alkali, will be
found in our csses.
Our soaps are all made from
vegetable oils and soda. You








ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-







7th & Jackson Sts. phone 237,& Clay Ste, phone 38.
111111111111111111211111=111111MISMomml
The recollection of the quality of
cur prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTM.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
The gasoline boat Trapper. Call
at Lagomarsino's hotel today or ad-
dress Geo. E. Petter, Mt. Carmel,
DESCRIPTION; Built at Mt. Car-
mel, Ill., in 1903; length, so feet; 9-
foot beam; depth midship, 30 inches;
draft, t8 inches; equipped with Wol-
verine twin cylinder reversing gaso-
power;
finished in quarter-sawed sycamore.
The best constructed, best and saf-
est pleasure craft on the Wabash
river This bhat is licensed to run on
any river in the district of New Or-
leans—or any river in the Western
country.
Vegetated
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST zoc.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Office
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
Best, Kentucky Lump 1 3 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 1 2 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)








The police authorities of „Vienna
have arrested several parties who, it
is stated, are confederates of the
man Schapira, who was arrested in
London this week for the alleged
forgery of Austrian bank notes,
writes the Express correspondentrat
Vienna.
One of the persons arrested, is
said to be an attractive girl, 24 years
old, named Laura Klugmann, the
daughter of a cantor in a synagogue
at Budapest. Although living in ap-
parent poverty with her father in a
miseraable garret in the latter city,
-about 8o pounds in cash, forged and
genuine bank notes to the value of
300 pounds, and a large quantity of
valuable jewelry, were found on the
premises.
The girl Kingman, it is stated,
acted as the Tanager of a gang of
girls whose business it was to induce
well dressed men to drink in their
company until they were intoxicated.
It is alleged that the girls then ris
tied their pockets and substituted
spurious paper for the genuine bank
notes found upon them.
In Galicia three more members of
the gang of forgers, of which Scha-
pira is said to be the head, have been
arrested. They are Judah Leib
Katz, Mioset Parness, an elder in a
synagogue, and his brother-in-law,
Pinchas Friedmann.
Schapira, it is alleged, was sen-
tenced in 1879 to 18 months hard la-
bor for the forgery of Russian pos-
tage stamps to the value of several
thousand pounds, which were circu-
lated throughout the empire.
Shortly afterward he escaped to
London, and it is said, induced a
number of other counterfeiters to
come and assist him in his criminal
work. Among these was an engraver,
Who received 20 per cent. on the
Value of the notes and stamps de-
signed by him.
The receipts for the gang for the
last five or six years are estimated
by the police at many hundreds of
thousands of florins.
COLLEGE WOMEN.
• Influence for Good on All Other
Members of Their Sex.
The women's colleges of this coun-
try have graduated all their classes,
and the girls who have reaped the
tangible reward of a four-years'
course in the shape of a diploma have
passed into that estate of life to
which it pleased the powers to calf
them. As in the case of every class
that is graduated from a women's col-
lege, many of these students have
prepared themselves to be teachers or
for work in other fields of intellec-
tual endeavor. Some will follow pro-
fessions, such as law and medicine,
or will take up the practical study of
economics, which has interested dur-
ing recent years so many women
who have labored to give themselrves
the advantage of a college education.
The influence of these college-
bred women has been for the good of
their sex, and of all those with
whom they came into contact ever
since women began to go into pro-
fessional life, and it is too late now
to question the value of their ser-
vices to the world. Women doctors
may not become the most eminent in
their profession, but they can ac-
complish great good in the treatment
of women, more especially. Women
lawyers may not make the greatest
jurists, but they are able to be of ser-
vice to the defrauded or wronged
members of their own sex. The
achievements of those who have tak-
en up the cabling of practical soci-
ology are among the most notable
which are .to be put to the credit of
the women college graduates in this
country.
Perhaps the larger number of
these women who come from the col-
leges are merely preparing them-
selves for the places they are to take
in the home. They study for four
years the same curriculum that their
brothers and possibly their husbands
pass through merely to make them-
selves more fitted to shine in the so-
ciety to which they will belong after
the college course is over. And it
is to them that we may possibly look
for the greaest effect on American
manners in the broader sense of the
word. It is too soon 110w to tell
what the effect will be. Very few
families in what is called fashionable
society, especially in New York, send
their daughters to college. Daugh-
ters of these families of the older
Eastern cities, especially again in
New York. pass practicallly from the
hands of the governesses into their
social world. They know in child-
hood only the few children related to
them or intimate with their families.
It is not until they leave the school-
room to face society that their ae-
quaintances are suddenly enlarged
and that the burden of conducting
themselves with credit under the try-
ing ercurnstances which must fre-
quently face a shy girl falls on them.
Several years of this life May make
them women of sufficient tact and
experience to conduct themselves
with anything like distintcion. They
enter the world of society when the
average girl student is Just beginning
the st,,,!les of her sopohompre year. REmARKABLE
The girl who enters society at the
customarily early life is supposedly
learning life while the students are




It is lik,eliy that a number of prom-
inent Missons of St. Louis will make
a pilgrimage to the only lodge room
in the world which was entirely
built by nature. The plan is now be-
ing discussed, and if carried out, Eu-
gene Cowles, basso singer, will be
the cause of it.
When Mr. Cowles is not entertain-
ing the public he spends his time
"down on the farm." His farm is a
country place near his childhood
home situated on Lake Memphrema-
gog, on the border line between Ver-
mont and Canada. The liodgeroom in
question a situated on the summit of
Owl's Head mountain, 3,500 feet
high, in the shadow of which is the
Cowles retreat. Nrr. Cowles was re-
cently in St. Louis, and in the smok-
ing room of the Planters' hotel the
other night he told a number of Ma-
sonic friends about the Owl's Head
lodgeroom. After his story the talk
of a pilgrimage began.
Lodgeroom Described.
According to Mir. Cowles the lodge-
room, hidden away in a cleft of the
hills, was discovered seventy years
ago by a number of Masons, mem-
bers of a very ancient lodge of Stan-
stead, Canada, across the lake from
Vermont They became enthusiastic
over it and appbed for a charter per-
mitting them to work the third de-
gree of Masonry there. The charter
was granted and once a gear, on June
24, which is St. John's day, they climb
the mountain and perform the cere-
mony. There- is only a rough trail
to fie :odgeroom, and the side of
the mountain is, in places, almost per-
pendicular. But the venerable Ma-
sons gladly endure the hardships of
the ascent, and rain or shine, the an-
nual pilgrimage is made.
"The lodgeroom of Owl's Head,"
said Mir. Cowles yesterday, is a won-
derful place. Its walks are of sheer
rock, towering up so° feet. Its f oor,
trade of moss, is as level as the ordi-
nary pavement and softer than car-
pet. The seats for the officers are
of natural stone and were placed
there by nature. The roof is the
sky. It is perfectly tiled and the
points of the compass are right. That
is, the room runs east and west.
Ceremony Very Impressive.
"I had the pleasure of participat-
ing in the annual ceremony last sum-
mer. We started early in the morn-
ing, for the climb is a tedious one,
and reached the lodgeroom shortly
after the noon hour. In the party
were prominent Masons from various
parts of the country, some old, some
young, but we aid managed to reach
the summit. I have seen the Mason-
ic rites many times, but never have
they seemed so impressive as in na-
ture's lodgeroom. Above us the sky
was as blue as corn flowers and at
our feet stretched the most beautiful
lake I have ever seen. Away from
tht lake rolled the green fields until
they were lost in the foothills of
Quebec.
"Conforming with. ancient Mason-
ry, the service on the mountain is
held in the afternoon, and the old
customs are carried out to the letter."
A. A. Allen, vice president of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas raiiway,
Col. Tom. J. Landrum and other
well known Masons listenea to the
account of Mr. Cowles, who is him-
self a 32c1 degree Mason and a
Knight Templar. They are working
up interest in a pilgrimage from St.
Louis which will probably Ire made
in a private car.
Mysterious Shrinkage.
(Pittsburg Dispatch.) •
One of those puzzles about the re-
markable shrinkage of a man's prop-
erty when it comes to be assessed
for taxation is presented in St. Louis
by the case of Colonel Ed Butler, the
politicalts boss who escaped the pen-
itentiary by a nice subdivision of
hair on the part of the Missouri su-
preme court. Colonel Butler when
going on the bonds of arrested graft-
ers makes affidavit to the possession
of $s00000 worth of property, but
when he is to be taxed the assessors
learn of but $roo worth of wealth.
Triis shows the law of shrinkage in
the presence of the tax assessor to
have worked with extreme vigor in
Butler's case if the force had been
a little stronger Colonel Butler
might have hrotightt he community in
as owing him something.
The New Regime.
(Life.)
Dr. Lubbig had passed on and
many of his patients were employ-
ing Dr. Pond. A little girl who had
a good many brothers and sisters
proudly announced to a neighbor:
"We have a n•w baby at our
house."
"A new baby!" said the neighbor.
"Wlhere did you get it?"
"Well, we used .to take from Dr.
isibbig; now we take from Dr. Pond.'
(Philadelphia Press.) '
"After all, a kiss is worth only
i% hat. the contracting parties think ifs
"W011. a girl's kiss is always worth
its face value."
(Kansas City Star.)
"Jimmy" Washington, 17 years slid,
the negro "Boy Preacher" and "Bib-
lical Prodigy," who is in Kansas
City to conduct revival services and
deliver lectures at the different ne-
gro churches, can repeat 536 chap-
ters of the Bible, he says, and can re-
member the words of a song after
hearing them twice. Although he
never went to school a day in his
life, he can read, write and speak
good English. He has become
known as the "Black Moody" and the
"Walking Bible." He has lectured
before audiences in Carnegie Halb in
New York and Tremont T.eniple in
Boston.
Born in Little Rock, Ark., in 1888
he asserts that at the age of 5 years'
he was favored with the gift of read-
ing and speaking to his people by
God. In telling of his powers he said:
"I have no way of accounting for
my natural ability, except that it was
a gift sent by God. Isf& mother
died when I was a month old. Not
long after that my father met with an
accident that cost him his eyesight.
Mr father secured the agency in Eit-
tle Rock, As-k., where we lived, for
Rev. DeWitt Talmage's book, "From
Monger to Throne.' By canvassing
for the book he made a living for us
both.
"One day, when I was five years
old, my father came home and threw
one of the books on the floor. I was
looking at the pictures, when sudden-
ly I began to read it with accuracy.
My father heard me and was astound-
ed. He took me to several' white
men who had befriended him when
he lost his eyesight and through their
influence I was called before the
state legislature of Arkansas. The
legislators took a deep interesi in
my powers as a mere child, and the
result was that I was given a recom-
mendation by the legislature to
preach, lecture and read to my people.
"I began preaching as a child and
have continued to the present time.
The number of conversions in meet-
ings in which I have spoken will ex-
ceed five thousand.
"I learned to write from autographs
of white men to whom I was intro-
duced. I would take the names and
trace them It was not long until I
could write well
"In mathematics I have no ability
whatever. I can count from I to
100, but that is due .to memory
alone. I can neither add nor sub-
tract, and multiplication is out of
the question.
"While I can read, memorize and
recite anything in English, I find
that the Bible is much easier for nit
to learn than anything else. I am
gradually increasing the number of
chapters of the Bib ie that I can re-
peat, and some day I hope to be able
to recite the whole Bible as well as
any chapter in it that may be chosen
at random."
The negro "boy preacher" has
achieved success as an evangelist at
camp meetings. He asserts that his
evangelistic power was given him by
God. While he delivers lectures and
sermons that he has prepared, he says
he prefers speaking extemporaneous-
ly. His blind father accompanies
him and helps in the evangelistic




Dr. Turley Must Pay This Amount
For Jilting Miss Herrin.
Cairo, Oct. es—A case which has
attracted a great deal of attention at
Clinton, Ky., was a breach of prom-
ise suit of a Miss Herrin against Dr.
Turley, a prominent physician there.
The young lady, who had been the
sweetheart of the doctor for a great
many years, brought suit for $ao,000
when he suddenly married another.
During the trial of the case, which
consumed several days, the court-
room was crowded with women, and
the letters which passed between the
two former lovers were read as evi-
dence. During the trial Dr. Turley's
wife sat beside him in the court-
room. The jury brought in a verdict




Don't name a baby after a hero
unless the hero has been dead sev-
eral years.
Don't hamper a boy with a name
that will prove a heavy handicap in
life.
Don't name a girl .after a flower.
Think of an old woman called "Pan-
or "Daisy."
Don't name a girl Violet, when her
disposition rhay be that of a tiger-
lily.
(Don't tack a fancy name on a kid.
It makes him a target for his com-
panions
'Don't name a child after a relative
from whom you have "expeotations.'
The relative might yet marry.
Don't forget that the man with the
common name of William is snore
apt to write checks than one labeled
Percy.
Subscribe for The Regisrer.
EDGAR LW: WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL If:STA-ZVI. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. efrai
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.





An elegant line of imported cloths
and suiting* for Fall and V•ruiter.





316 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bld.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AN THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
Phon 1041 Red.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, zao
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 35,5.
Residence toes Clay, Old Phone arise
Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
 aft
Illinois Central Excursion Bulletin.
Tickets will be sold at reduced rates
as follows:
San Francisco and Los Angeles'—
October 17, 18, ts), ao and 21, round
trip $60.50, good returning until No-
vember joth, account W. C. T. U.
convention.
.Louisville. Ky.—October a. to and
it, round trip $6.95, good returning
until Oktober 3oeis, account state de-
velopment convention.
Louisville, Ky.—October 16 and 17,
round trip $6.05, good returning un-
til October aoth, account Grand
Lodge F. & A. M.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah. Ky
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A.,
Union Depot!.
The Salt in the Ocean.
(St. Nicholas.)
If the ocean did not have salt it
won't!! freeze somewhat more readily
than it does now, but there would be
no very marked difference. The
ocean is prevented from freezing not
so much by its salt as by its sire
and commotion. On account of its
sire large portions of it extend into
warm climates at all seasons, and by
reason of its great depth it is a vast
storehouse of heat. Its currents dis-




"And did you tell your father, the
story of Jonah and the whaler ask-
ed the Sunday school teacher.
"Yes, ma'am," replied the little feis
low, "hut he didn't believe it."
"He did not believe it?"
"No, Ma'am, pop never likes to be-
lieve fish stories unless he tells Pe+
himbelf."
W. lifike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thos B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
Low Rates to California.
From September 15, to October yr;
the Illinois Central Railroad com-
pany win sell oue-way second-class
tickets to San Francisco. Los Ange-
les, San Cal. for $3300.
J. T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
Very few people need to know as





OFFICES: Becton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 14. Old Phone 303.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 39 South Third street. I have
the nicest line c! samples for tints




DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
zso NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both noises 335
Office bows I to zo a. m.. I to 3





Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone p.
Paducah, Kaalucky.
6. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has Smogs
worth of city property for male and









Room No. 5, Columbia Badding.
11.11111•=11.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone s88 at the office, both
phones 240 at resident. Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; Ito 3 p. rn, 7 to g p.
EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. an.
For other information apply to Jas.
Roger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, &gala.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
O'FIRCIC see NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence alai Dace aSS
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes exr2d
FzUrzrzitture.
Buy anything and sell everything.
sib-22o Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli
Moving wagon ui cosmic**.











Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 323 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of dzei
'tate. Both phones Az.




Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,



















Rooms so, si and lf, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—




Office over Globs Bank and Trent
Co, yo6 Broadway.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone zso.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
Office phone 25r, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2044 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone rg6, 400 1-2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.


























































































































































BUILDING OF THE CARIO AND
MAYFIELD ROAD COMES
TO A HALT.
Failure to Get Construction Money
Is the Trouble, it Seems—Oth-
er News Notes.
THINGS YOU OUGHT TO KNOW.
The only Englishman who ever be-
came pope was Adrian IV:,
Celery is the cptivated variety of
the English weed smallage.
The earliest known cook book was
printed in Venice in 175. 
The drum was tle first musicak in-
strument of the human race.
Adam's tomb is pointed out in a
chamber of the holy sepulchre in Je-
rusalem.,
The women of Japan gild their
teeth, while belles of the Indies mint
em red
The beautiful patterns which adorn
Cashmere shawls are copied from the
leaf -of the begonia. •
It is not generally known that the
motto "In God We Trust" sis lac-
e on our coins in .
German silver pOSSe5et not a par-
ticle of genuine silver, p uT is an al-
loy irf. copper, nickk and zinc.
'The sanitary influence of the euca,-
lyptus tree is said to render native-
born Austrlians immune to cancer.
*About one-half million of the pop-
ulation of England earn their living
in the spinning and weaving of cot-
ton.
Several, centuries ago it was quite
the thing to carry silver toothpicks
suspended around the neck las a
chain
John Adams was the originator of
our national motto "E Pluribus Un-
um."
Lassa, the forbidden City of
Tibet. has a population of 10,000,
two-thirds of whom are women, who
conduct all the business of' the city.
In Nankin, China, in 1853, one-half
million women were formed• into ar-
my brigades under female officers
and rendered heroic service in battle.
It requires the worismanship of 20
men and the use of much costly ma-
chinery to make that dainty article
of fbnininity, the thimble.
In ancient times amber was ob-
tained from a pine or fir tree, just
as turpentine is now secured. This
gum crystallized into the substance
which is now used.
One of the "fads and fancies" of
177o was the wearing of two watches.
The Bible, which was anciently
called The Books, or the Divine Li-
brary, was written at different pe-
riods and by different hands during
a period of oboo years.
Arabs assert that Eve's tomb is at
Jiddah. in a grave yard surrounded by
high white walls. The cemetery has
remained unopened for interment for
1,000 years.
Toulouse. France, has a canal that
was built entirely at the expense of
one man. Its name is the Canal du
Midi; it was built in 1666-81, and
cost M. Paul Riquet 630,000.eorf
francs.
In Scandinavia Christmas is cele-
brated in its literal sense of "peace
on earth, good will toward men." the
courts are closed, quarrels are ad-
justed, and old feuds forgotten. Tt
is the home of the famous yule log.
The custom of lifting tile hat dates
back to the age when knighthood
was in 'flower. Kitighte never ap-
;stared its pdblic except in full ar-
mor, but in the company of friends
they removed the helmet, signifying
•11 am safe among friends."
The first verse of the 51st Psalm
is called the lieck Verse." for the
reason that in former times a man
condemned to 'death was sometimes
given a chance to save his life by
ptoving that he cqukl read, and this
verse was used as a test.
Alfred Bernard Noble; inventor of
dynamite, left fortune of $10.0.30,00o
for the foundatinn of five annual
prizes of $40s000 each for the most
important, discovery in physics,
chemistry, physiology and medicine.
At Aefefila, in the Kingdom of Na-
ples, in Otto, %nine Frenchmen. in
the coteraelf excavating that ancient
city discovered an antique vase con-
taining a document written in the He-
brew language whlch is claimed to
be the death warrant of Jesus
Algeria possesses a true phenome-
non, a river of genuine ink, caused
by the joining of two streams, one
of which comes from an iron region,
while the second stream flows from a
peat swamp. On meeting, the aid
of one stream blends, with the iron of
the other and the ink is the result.
era in e army ran wit a -
rnirals in the navy; lieutenant gen-
erals with vice udmirals; major gen-
erals with first nine rear admirals;
brigadier generals with rear admirals
after first nine and commodores; cOl-
onels in the army rank with captains
in the navy, lieutenant colonel,' with
commanders; captains in the army
with lieutenants in the navy; first
lieutenants in the army with naval
lieutenants, junior grade; second lieu-
tenants in the army with naval en-
signs.
New Orleans has an arch of MI5 1s.2
square mites, vitigbis the largest of
any city in the United States, except
New Yorls. The latter has an area
of 326 3-4 square aniles.
The ,s-mbol of the cross is used in
the religion of the aborigines of
North and South America, and by
the most ancient nations of Europe.
as well as by
(Mayfield Messenger, 7th.)
The Messenger has spent time and
money this week trying to get some
favorable information regarding the
building of the Cairo & Tennessee
River railroad from  Wickliffe to
Mayfield, and we are sorry to say to
the many readers of the Messenger
that we have no cheering news to im-
part to them today.
We have a tip on the inside that
the siirrin 
New York city among the big in-
surance companies and other corpo-
rations throughout the country, that
timidly assist in furnishing the ready
cash to advance railroad enterprises,
has had a teudency to shut the mon-
ey up in the banks, and that it will
be a hard matter to get enough at
this time to build our railroad.
1 The promoters et the head of the
enterprI1e indicate that its building
will be • delayed probably a short
time, but that the road wili be finally
and eventually built. •
The Messenger gives to its readers
exactly what it hears, learns and
toows from week to week, and will
continue to do so whether the infor-
mation is favorable or unfavorable.
The information contained in the
paper today does not appear favora-
ble to the immediate building of the
new railroad; although another
week may bring about circumstances
more favorable. But it is our opin-
ion now that it will be some time be-
fore the engine will be heard to whis-
tle coming in on the new road from
Wickliffe.
---
D. H. Hughes has been named as
special judge to try the suit of Cope
and others against :Judge James
Fisher for $365, which comes up in
the Marshall county circuit court at
Benton next week. Cope and several
others sue on a mechanics' lien to re-
cover Ea65, which they *liege is due
them on material furnished the con-
tractor who built the house for Judge
Fisher.
sf Mk. James Malcomb, aged about
Esse years, and who has been at work
on the farm of Coulter Bros, died
Friday of pneumonia. He was an
honest, industrious, quiet citizen and
his death was very much unexpected,
as he worked all day before on the
farm •
01
Miss Marion, a young lady about
11) years old, died at her home near
Clay Switch, Friday of consumption
Sic was highly respected, and a
young woman of promise.
Divorce as a Right.
(North American Review.)
It is4nipossibk to love that whicti
is unlovely, to resvect that which ii
ugworthy, to honor that which is
not honorable; and a marriage found-
ed in this way on false pretenses
should be declared null and void as
soon as possible.
No two people should be compell-
ed to live together in this cloaest of
all relationships unless they can do
so in peace and happiness, unless
each can conduce to the :otlier's wel-
fare We are forced to agree with
the hoe Robert G. Ingersoll in one
of hip many sayings, if in no more.
that ''no childran should be brought
iifto the world thai are not the chits
dren of love and welcomed by hot,'
parents." The failure to live up to
this rule has given to the world, we
truly believe, its vicious and criminal
classes.
It is on account of the children
that the strongest pka is made by
those who cry "no divorce"; but
what can we expect of children rear-
ed in homes where the parents are
constantly quarreling and bickering,
or more disagreeable scenes are en-
acted? Better a thossknd times that
such couples should separate, that
the children born to them be given
to the one more worthy, or better
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND PIMPLES





(Formerly advertised and sold as
SATINOLA.
o c ange in ormula or package.
The name has only been changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
i, guaranteed, and money be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discolorations, black-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
ca..es in 20 days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth. •
Price so cts and $1.00. Sold in





that they should be placed by the
court under capable guardianship
There are other things which
should entitle unhappy couples to
fair and honorable separation, such
as crimes against the laws of the
land, especially of the father, which
entails on innocent children a tar-
nished name and reputation; also
drunkenness, than which no fouler
blot can rest upon a home. If there
Is a person, or persons, on this e rth
to be pitied it is a drunkard's de
and children, or, rarer cage, the 4-
-er 'hue-band of a wife addimetrto 1ie
use of drink or drugs. such cou les
idiould not he held together in the
marriage relation an hour longer
than the unselfish love of the one or
the other may dictate, or after the in-
nocent one. is c-onvinced that further
efforts at reformation are useless.
Chas. V. l.fitghes, chairman of the
insurance investigation committee,
though nominated by the republicans
for tnayor of New York, declines the
honor,
Muoh gold is leaving France for
the other European markets. The
fact is causing Much comment in Eu-
rope.
LAWSON'S LATEST
INAUGURATES MOVE TO COM-
PEL RESTITUTION OF IN-
, SURANCE FUNDS.
Representative Men to Assist—Not











Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 9—Saturday Leave
Gov. Beckham received a telegram I.eave
from :Thos. \V. Lawson, of Boston. Leave
The governor left for Bardstown Leave
early in the day and will reply as Arrive
soon as--h-e-  return& le-is- --belirycd I Leave
that he N'.111 reply favorably to Law- Arrive
son's isNitation. The telegram fol-
lows:
"13, !-11, Oct. 6, 7905.—To Gover-
nor j C. W. Beckham, Frankfort,
and strongest representative men of
the country, serve on a policy-hold-
ers' protective committee of Equita-
panics; committee unf ttered, except
hie. New York Life an Mutual corn-
Leave
it is to take possession of New York •Leave
and Mutual and select directors and cave
controllers who shall be pledged to,Leave
ribtain full restitution and full pun-?Anivehhment of wrongdoers, also obtain
restitution and punishment of Equita- lAlarivvee
be wrongdoers. No expense to corne,lAniwrive
nor need committee travel. Corn- 
r
mittee to represent. no faction and Arrive
obli-ated to no one except policy- ArriveholdP.q. It has been decided You Arriveshoplrl represent your section in -this 'Arrivesacred duty. Kindly wire answer at Arrive
lTiv esnense. This is vital. You will Arrive
not be hound until other members'
name: :we submitted to you."
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Inn.




Stop telling people what to do;
Stop it this day, this hour!
Check the advice you're yearning to
Impart. Restrain your power
To guide—for oh, what rest, what
peace,
Could counseling and advising cease.
Stop telling people what to do—
Perhaps, as tit for tat.
Others may then stop telling you—
Picture the joy of that;
Oh, endless rapture—blissful thought
Never to bear "You must," "You
ought."
Stop telling people what to do—
For neither young nor old
Are heeding—any more than you
Have done as you've been told—
Good counsel is pure gold—but,
strange!
It never passes in exchange?
Stop telling people what to do—
And inward turn your eyes,
Wihere you will find the blunderer,
who
Ifloct needs your sane advice—
There you will find the only one
Poor blockhead, you are fit to runt
—Collier's Weekly.
Happiness and the Sexes.
(Baltimore herald.)
"Who has the best time—sa man or
a wofhan?" Over in England they
have been discussing the question re-
cently, and strange as it may seem,
the majority of women have voted
against their sea in favor of unlucky
man. Masculinity, most of them, *r-
ine, means freedom, independence,
an escape from the petty things of
life and a general good time. With
one exception, in truth, all of the
fair disputants who have taken lead-
ing parts in the discussion have lean-
ed, more or less, to this view. That
exception is "John Oliver Hobbes"
(Mrs. Craigie), a woman of unusual-
ly keen observation and originality.
"The hardship of men's competitive
existence," she says, is quite un-
known to womankind. They never
speak of it to women."
Women are prone to underesti-
mate the terrors of this homicidal
strife. They look upon a man in
business, for instance, as a being who
achieves large profits from smalk ex-
ertions and entirely escapes the dull,
plodding routine of housekeeping and
children rearing that they must face.
As a matter of fact, the average man,
whether be be a bank president or a
day laborer, spends nine-tenths of
his time fo in
most depressing sort. It is a rare
moment when he is not compelled to
do something that he doesn't want
to do. It is a moment rarer • still
when be does not find himself in con-
flict with the aims or ambitions of
some other than.
Considering a Weighty Matter.
(Tit-Bits.)
Mir. Happieman (with a brave at-
tempt at pleasantsy)—Why so pen-
sive? Is the honeymoon beginning
to pall on my little bride?
Mirs- Happieman (throwing off the
air of preoccupation)—Not at all.
dear; I was merely engaged in trying
to solve the problem; How long
will it take us to save a sum sufficient
to enable us to live in style in keep-
ing with our presents?
Secretary Root has undertaken the
tack of reorganizing the various bu-
reaus of the state deparlment.
A squadron of fast cruisers will es-
cort the president from Now Or-
No. tor No. 103
8:20 a.m. 6:00 p.m.
12:20 p.m. 9:40 
p.m.
7:25a.m.
.. . 6:_3o ;Lin—  *9. 
Horse Branch  3:40 P.m 12:08 a.m. ' I' :o5a.rn.
Central City  3:55 P.m. 1:03 a.m. 12:30p.m.
Nortonville  4:37 P.rtl. i :,to a.m. 1:28a.m.
Evsnsville  .... .... 4 40 cum 8:30a.m.
Hopkinsville  .. . 1 1 :20a.m.Princeton  5:25 p.m. 2:27 a m. 2:35p.m.
Paducah  6:4n p.m. 3:40 a.m. 41115P•m•
 INS p.m 3:45 a.m. 4:20p.m.Fulton  7:55 p.m. 4 .50 •a.m. 6:oop.m.
No. 121





Boston, Oct. 9.—The telegram re-
ceived by Governor Beckham from
Thomas W. Lawson, of Boston, was
sent by Mr. Lawson in connection
with a movement to form a commit-
tee including the governors of sever-
al states and other persons of prom-
inence to secure restitution of funds
alleged to have been wrongfullry used
by large insurance company officials
and the punishment of those guilty
of criminal action in connection
therewith.
Lawson declines to discuss the
proposition. He said that the tele-
gram outlined the plan sufficiently
for present purposes. He also de-
clined to make known the names of
the persons to whom the telegrams
had been directed, although he said
that many governors as well as lead-
ing citiezns, were among those ad-
dressed. It was his purpose, he said,
as soon as possible, to announce the
names of those who had accepted the
invitation to act upon the protective
committee. As soon as the personnel
of the committee was decided, he
'said, organization would be effected
and a definite plan of action adopted
How to Advance.
(Chicago Chronicle.)
The first requisite is earnestness.
Some young men do their work as if
it were a disagreeable necessity,
sihile they look for pleasure in sports
and carousals. Other young men ap-
pear devoted to their work instead of
tp play, and these generally succeed.
In order that the employer who has
the young man's advancement under
his control shall be impressed with a
',bung man's earnestness he must
avoid all appearance of frivolity and
cultivate dignity and seriousness.
Daniel Webster. or someone else
sisid to a young man who put the
question: "se a solemn ass." This
was one-half joke and one-half truth.
It was not meant that it is necessary
to be an ass, but that solemnity of-
ten passes for wisdom, and is al-
ways attractive to employers. The
reason is that they regard it as a sign
of earnestness and devotion to duty.
On the other hand, frivolity in man-
ner and conversation, buffoonery or
even an excess of innocent manne ,




James Whitcomb Riley was looking
over a fence on his farm at a field of
rye, when a neighbor who was driv-
ing by stopped his horse and asked:
"Hullo, Mr. Riley, how's your
rye doing?"
e poe .
"How much do you expect to clear
to the acre?"





Ar. St. Louis 
8:31 p.m 5:17 a.m
8:39 p.m. 5:23 a.m
7:15 a.m
ro:3o p.m. R:I5 a.m.
71:00 a.m. 8:15 p.m. 8:3op.in.
North Bound.
-





















Paduca 1:48 a.m. 7 :soaart.Princeton 
Hopkinsville  
132:5390 p)..rm.. 3:01 a.m. 9 :292311-
Evansville  6:25 p.m. 
r




Nortonville  1:28 p.m.
Central City   23;005 p.m.
Cincinnati  9:15 Pm. 
. 148571:i:53i! .aaaa....rnim..
Louisville  5:35 P.m 4:55P1m•
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
(North Bound.)
No. 306. No. 374.
12:40psn. 4:20p.m. Lv. St. Louis....
4:25P.Tn• 8.40p.m. Lv.
5:30a.m. Lv. Carhonsinbe.
8:05P.m. 7:08a.rn. Ar. Paciucah....
(South Bound.)
No. 305. No. 375.
7 :45a.11L 9 :401). Ins
2:50a.m. 6:2op.m.
x :4oasri. 7 :o5a.m.
3:35p.m. II :ooa.m.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
(North 'Bound.) (South Bound.)
t0t-go1 135-835 122-822 736-836
Lv. I1:2oa.m. 6:4oa.m. Lv. Chicago.... 6:30p,m. 9:45a.m.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35psn. 7:45am. Lv. St. Louis .. 2:15P.=
Ar. Paducah .  . . 4:15p.m. 9 m3a.m. Lv. Cairo  6:ooa.m. 6:2op.m.
Lv. Paducah.... 72:10p.M. 9:3oa.m. Ar. Paducah  7:45.m. 8 oop.ro.
Ar. Cairo  8 :35p.m. 1 : oa.m. Lv. Pacturah.... 7 :5oa.m. 8 a sp.ms
Ar. St. Louis  7:085.111. soap M. AT. Princeton .. 9:29a.m. 9:50p.m.
Ar. Chicago  8:08a.m 9r30prre At. Hopkinsville
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. Ali other trains run
daily. Trains 703 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains lot and 102 sleepers between Louisvilde,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further informs tion, address
J. T. DONOVAN, Gene ral Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOT', A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. WCARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDIat TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARAL SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY zYsc PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roc, zsc, aoc
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGiiD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS ail
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHAMS, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BULLDING AN DROOFING
PAPERS. ..:ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
CONVINCED THAI—WE-Will; -Ttifialt—Vatr RIGHT ANO
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
His Supporter.
(Philadelphia Press.)
She—Here's an interesting story of
a man who begged to be sent to jail
in place of his wife.
lie---Aha! And yet you always de-
clare that men are never self-sacri-
ficing.
She --Well, this man's wife hapcn-
ed to be a washerwoman and if she
went to jail he would have to w3rk.
0
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
BROS. & CO.'S
BRA TE'DProf. Behring, the French savant
who. ,claims a cure for tuberculosis,
COWS.' He believes it will prove effic-
ient with humans as with bovines.
SCUTT CELE.
discovers murdered body of Edward
Neighbor looking through window Life our
Greaser, a wealthy bachelor, who lived
alone on a farm near Des Wines
Iowa, WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. RANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department,
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Rank,







Is the medium through
which you regain health,
strength and vitality, 'from
an impaired condition of
the body. Men have mas-
tered the secrets of Na-
ture, to produce this "Me-
dium." These men are
called Doctors and Drug-
gists. Some Drug Stores
are called Commercial
Drug Stores. In this class
of stores, Adulteration and
Substitution is practiced
for commercial reasons.
The evils of this practice
are too well known to
mention here.
Our label is a symbol





Tuesday Morning, bet. 10, 1905.
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LOCAL NEWS
MILL E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
609 et.,a Broadway; Phones, Old za34
and New 761.
—Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Stutz have a
new boy at their home.
—Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cole, of Ten-
nessee between izth and 13th streets,
have a new boy baby.
—,At MetropolissSunday, there was
• marrieds Miss Bobbie Hargrove to Mr.
Ernest Atkins, and Miss Della McRoy
to M. Wiley S. Gore, all of this city.
—At Metropolis, Sunday, the ball
team of that city won from Princeton
by a score of 5t0 3. Dick Brahic, of
place. twirled for Metropolis.
—Showers and cooler weather is
the prediction for today. The indica-
tions early this morning were favor-




Odd Fellows Are Arriving in Town
in Large Numbers. •
Shelbyville, Ky., Oct. 9—Shelby
ville is rapidly filling ̀ up with dfle-
gates to the Odd Fellows' conven-
tion, and their friends, and it is ex-
pected that by the time the conven-
•ion gets into good swing there will,
be the largest crowd of visitors ip'
town that the Shelby capital has en-
tertained. In fact, fully 800 to Loos
delegates will in all probability be en-
tertained by the people of the town,
and every preparation has been made
to assure an attractive meeting The
town is gaily decorated and will be
illuminated tonight. Howard Lodge
No. 15, which has had charge of the
work ot preparing for the visitors,
having done everything in its power
to make the meeting a success in
every way. Great interest has been
taken in the convention by the citi-
zens of Shelbyville, who will give the
Odd Fellow's a warm welcome.
The convention opens tomorrow
morning at 9 o'clock, and it is expect-
ed that many of the delegates will get
in by this evening, while by totem'-
row morning practically al) the visit-
o#s will. have arrived.
TAXES AND FINES.
Captain Patterson Finished Report
4 c for fiesool Board.
•
The school board of this city is
claiming it is entitled to a certaise per
centage of the back taxes collected
by the municipal authorities and also
a certain pr cent of the fines and
forfeitures collected through the poi
lice court. The city authorities
claim the educational department is
entitled to nothing from these sourc-
es, and gets all coming to it from the
regular taxes. The trustees are pre;
parisg to sue the city, and have em-
ployed former City Clerk W. H. Pat
tcrson to go over the public recotdi
and 'see how much the town officers
V - hare collected from these sources for
five years back. Yesterday Mr. Pat-
terson finished his statement which
he turned over to Secretary Pitcher,
of the school board. It shows 846,526
has been collected through fines and
fOrfeitures. and $7,409 through back
Unites tnalfing a, total of $53.936. The
trustees ITT mit tei their percesilage
f thiatie% ',77 •
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Judge J. L. Bethshares has gone to
St. Louis on business, to be absent
until Saturday.
Mr. Victor Van de Male yesterday
morning went to Illinois on a drum-
ming trip.
Deputy U. S. Marshal George
Saundss returned yesterday from
Mayfield.
Mr. Fred NVade has returned from
Louisville.
Mrs. Herbert Willis and sister,
Miss Anna Wells, spent Sunday at
Metropolis visiting friends. .
Ju.dge Richard T. Lightfoot return-
ed last night from Cairo. ,
Mesdames Charles E. Richardson,
David W. Van Culin, William E.
Hughes and Miss Elizabeth Sinnott
Sunday went to Louisville for a few
slays' visit.
Lawyer W. A. Berry returned yes-
terday from a trip to Louisville'.
Mr. John Rock, the potteryinan, is
in the city from Metropolis.
Mr. IsiAe Wolff went to Eddyville
yesterday on business.
Lawyers John G. Miller and Will-
,Eddy-lain Mlirtile went yesterday t 
ville to take-legaldepositions. being
accompanied by Miss Mattie Brown,
the stenographer.
'Capt. John Webb has gone to
KnoxviPe. Tenn., on buainess. '
Mr. MOrtin MIcKenzif and wife are
visiting p Louisville.
Mrs. Prank Budde has returned
from visiting in Livingston county.
Mr. Henry Smith has returned from
visiting in Golconda, where his wife
remained for a longer stay.
MeFors. Lee Walston, Will Hubey
and James Sherrill yesterday went to
Turner's Lake for a week's fishing.
Today they will be joined by Dr. J. E.
Woeifie, City Clerk Henry Bailey, Mr.
Gus Reitz of this city, and several
from4Ballard county.
Manager Frank Hart. of the
RlersdessBorford house at Indianapo-
lis, Ind., and Mk. S. J. Burford, of
the Lbitisville branch, are here, guests
of Mlanager Harry Rhodes of the lo-
cab firm.
Mrs. Mike Caldwell yesterday re-
turned from visiting in Mayfield.
Mr. J. A. Tapp and wife, of Hen-
derson county, returned home yester-
day, after visiting their son, Justice
M. II, Tapp, of the county.
Mr. Eliot Wadsworth, of Boston,
will arrive here Thursday to help
eicise the deal made by Stone and
Webster, who buy she street railway,
gis-attd steam heating plants here,
Mr. Linn Hand, of Chicago. haste-
turned home after a several days'
visit here with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hand, of West Broad-
Ways -
Miss Martha Leech has gone to St.
Louis to be absent several days.
Mr. Owen Tully has returned from
Mayfield.
Mies Annie Benning yesterday
went for a visit in Louisville.
Lawyer Charles Grassham has, gone
to Linden, Tenn-, on business.
Mrs. Prank Barnard yestsrday re-
turned from visiting in Smithland.
Mrs. John Roberts has returned
from St. Louis.
eOUSINS FIGHT AT GRAVE.
One Killed and Two Others Serious-
ly Wounded in Butler County.
Morgintown, Ky., Oct. 9.—Jolia
Honaker shot and killed his first
cousin, JOhn Phelps, in self-defense,
it is claimed, at the grave of theit us-
-cle, P. Mi. Honaker. The shooting,
it is said, was the result of ac old
quarrel. The two men, with Charles
Honaker, brother -of John Horiaker.
were ailing op their uncle's grave
when the trouble was renewed.
According to the stori by an
eye witness Phelps pulled out a knife
..and, rushing at Charles Hof:thee, cut
him before anybody could interfere.
He then turned upon John Honaktr
and Cut him also. The latter imme-
diately pulled out tfis pistol and -hot
Phelpt. killing hien initantli. No
arrests have been made.
TWO MEN KILLED OUTRIGHT.
Head-End Collision of Fast Freights
Near Hop kinsville, Ky.
Hopkiniville, Ky., Oct 9.—In a
head-end collision between fast
freights on the Lodisville & Nash-
ville near here this morning Engineer
Janke Hamby and Fireman L. G.
Drake were killed and Engineer Win.
Wood and Brakeman Burke and J.
W. Smith injured All lived in Nash-

















The Cairo Citizen of Saturday
says: "The towboat Carrie V
changed owners, yesterday. Captain
Fred Bennett traded her to Paducah
parties for the towboat John A.
Summers. The latter is a larger and
better boat. She has nearly double
the (owing power and is prat:dearly
a new boat, less than four years old.
The terms on which ,the exchange
was made are not made public. The
new owners of the Carrie V. are
Capt. Dick Willett of New Albany,
Capt. John T. Barnes apt/ Capt. Jcshn
A. Sunzmers of Paducah. They will
use the little towboat in towing lum-
ber out of Duck diver.
This morning the steamer Clyde
comes out of the Tennessee river.
She lays here until 5 o'clock tomor-
row afternoon when she gets out on
her return to that stream. •
The Dudley left yesterday for
Clarksville, and on coining back to-
morrow leaves imnIdiately for 'Nash-
ville.
There gets out for Cairo this morn
ing at 8 o'clock the steamer Warren,
which comes back /tonight about ii.
The Henry Harky comes in today
from Evansville and gets out imme-
diately on her return that way.
As yet no boat has been procured
to take the place of the Joe Fowler
in the Evansville trade.
The City of Saltillo will pass here
tonight bound from St. Louis to the
Tennessee river.
The J. T. Reeder has arrived from
the Tennessee river, to go on the ma-
rine ways for repairs.
Second Clerk Dick Willis, of the
Vs•arrenn, has resigned his place, and
been succeeded by Keen Blaketnore,
second clerk of the Joe Fowler when
the latter is running. Mr. Willis has
returned to his home in Metropolis.
Dr. Lillard D. Sanders has removed
his office from the Trueheart build-
ing to his residence, 318 South Stxth
street, opposite court home.
BIRTHDAY OF
POPULAR WANTS
FOR SALE—A pair of young set-
ters. Apply at 1910 Jefferson.
FOR RENT—Store room near
Fifth and Jefferson. John Dean.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire io18 Trimble street
R,ENT—Furnished room
three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Four-room cottage
No. 623 Jefferson street; bath and
toilet. Apply to W. H. Patterson.
FOR SALE CHEAP.—A Garland
base burner as good as new. Apply
to-Rueben Rowland, 411 North Sev-
enth street.
VOR SALE—Several pieces of ma-
botany library furniture, also hard
coil stove. Apply at 327 North
Ninth street.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of budding on corner Third
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor suitable for business of-
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Ladies free when accompanied by on
paid 5oc reserved seat on the first




C f Tuesday afternoon the manage-
nrent will present a box of Gunther's
bon-bons to the first three hundred
ladies purchasing tickets
"FRA DIAVOLO" on Tuesday Night
MR ROOSEVELIT.. Night prices: 25C, 35c and soc Mat
Mee, toe and 25c.
Banquet on His Forty-Seventh Anni- gads en ante arirday.
versary in Room Where Born.
......•••••M•••••
by the Roosevelt club on his It:
be 107
New York, Oct. 9.—A banirt 
THE KENTUCKYhonor of the president will 
birthday, October 27th, in the room
in which he was born, at a8 East
Twentieth street. The president has
been invited to be present
The club is determined to preserve
the house in which President Roose-
velt was born and to maintain it as a
national landmark. The club rsow
numbers about 31315 members and ap-
plications are being received daily
from all parts of the country. It was
organized on October 12, 1504, by
twenty-five admirers of Mr. Roose-
velt, and L. P. Glazel is president.
FULTON! CLOTHAR FAILS.
Fulton, Ky., Oct. 9.—Jacob Grod-
sky, proprietor of the St. Louis Store,
a clothing establishment in this city,
has faiied. .His assets are about $2,-
500, while his total liability is $6000
or more. Most of his creditors are
St. Louis wholesalers. Attorney Ed.
Thomas is named as assignee. Mr.
Grodsky is the last of Fulton's Jew-
ish merchants. M. Harris, a Jew
clothier, made an assignment several
weeks ago, and Mr. Grodsky's failure
leaves the city without a Jew mer-
chant for the first time in several
years.
The •Bluegrass Tobacco company of
Lexington has taken over the plant
and assets of the H. N. Martin com-
pany of Louisville. The deal was
closed late Saturday- and involves in
the neighborhood of $50,000.
Galvanized Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
old shingles, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co, Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
TELEPHONE 5411.









Solid Carload Special Scenery
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 4C.
Sakti on sale Tuesday at g a. m.
WATER NOTICE:
When You're Hot and fired
THERE IS NOTHING THAT WILL MAKE A NEW
MAN OF YOU SO QUICKLY AS
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
THIS PERFECT BEER COOLS AND REFRESHES AND
STRENGTHENS. IT BUILDS UP BODY AND BRAIN.
IT'S A DELICIOIJS DRINK, A FOOD AND A MEDI-
CINE ALL ROLLED INTO ONE—NOTHING LIKE IT
EVER BREWED.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW, AND




I To Patrons of the Horse
OW
1 We deaire to call your attention to our line of GENUINE
. 1
WHITMAN SADDLES, FANCY DRIVING HARNESS, ENG-
LISH RIDING BRIDLES, ENGLISH CROPS, GENUINE
HOLLY DRIVING WHIPS and FANCY HORSE BLANKETS
PATRONS OF THE WATER
COMPANY SHOULD REMEMBER
THAT THEIR RENTS EXPIRED
SEPTEMBER 3o. THOSE WHO
DESIRE TO RENEW THEM
SHOULD DO 80 BEFORE IT IS
FORGOTTEN, AS ALL PREMISE*
NOT PAID ON OR BEFORE TH2
TENTH OF OCTOBER WILL BE
SHUT OFF.










The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
%clu°.-11<s42e-Sei(40tte_t
At V. Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.





35(t EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11:3o UNTIL a P.M.




We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
Subscribe For Register.
IHIIIIF
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co. I
INCOKPOLATILD.
Both 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
Aarsemitmenm,..
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